
“A convivial society should be designed to allow all its members the
most autonomous action by means of tools least controlled
by others”1. – Ivan Illich

Ivan Illich imagines another world based on “conviviality” – on the ability to relate
to each other and to things, to build the world with tools and to work together. Yet
we do not live in a convivial society, but in a neoliberal world that promises
fantastic infrastructures, while creating new conditions of exploitation based on
algorithms. In this world we find ourselves increasingly alone in our increasingly
unsafe lives. How can we imagine an alternative future in this world? Might it help
to look at irrepressible relationships – the relationships we entertain with our tools
and with each other in spite of everything?

Without naivety or false promises but with persistence, two exhibitions by
Emmanuelle Lainé tackled this question in summer 2017. Where the Rubber of
Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World at Palais de Tokyo was a three-
dimensional trompe l’oeil photograph that created a space within the space by
expanding into a walk-in diorama. At first sight, it depicted a machine – a
machine that produces tools. At the same time, Lainé presented Incremental Self
: les corps transparents at Bétonsalon, on the other side of Paris, a cinematic
installation that documents her encounters with three artists living in a retirement
home and a specialised worker – people who entertain a strong relationship with
the tools with which they work. Lainé used two different artistic approaches to
look at our relationship to tools from two different angles. On the backdrop of the
uncanny scenario that characterises the present world, she revealed to us
relationships despite their becoming impossible in this world: in one case as an
encounter with tools, and in the other as an encounter with those who work in a
close relationship with them.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).
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The work at Palais de Tokyo took the form of a stage inviting exhibition-goers to
step onto it. Those who accepted the enticing invitation to step into the world of
the machine encountered a motley collection of seemingly abandoned objects,
almost ghostly and mute. What could the empty office furniture, the silent
machine, the loose computer cable, the device for mobile warehouse logistics,
the generic image of a seascape and a rubber hamburger have in common? They
formed an abandoned scenario of everyday activity, instruments, tools and
utensils – traces of work. And so, despite their differences, if not incompatibility,
they seemed to point to something that may yet have to be invented. This is
precisely what I want to address in this essay, which looks for connections by
sneaking into the diorama space at Palais de Tokyo, reading the interviews from
the filmic installation at Bétonsalon, listening to the protagonists and connecting
them to other people, but also inventing things. While most of the protagonists in
this text exist, others are invented, yet they could be real. They are allegories only
in Walter Benjamin’s sense2,  in that they maintain a tension between the
personal and the general, the self and the world – a characteristic they share with
the machine and the objects in Lainé’s installation.

So here we are, standing in the middle of a machine – no, in the middle of a three-
dimensional photograph of a machine. The setting simultaneously reveals and
obscures, the materiality of production is at once concrete and generic, specific
and universal. For the history of labour is also the history of every individual
production, a history of exploitation, but also of knowledge and know-how. With
this in mind, let us listen to Thierry Gabrielli, a worker at Scop-TI, a cooperative
factory that produces teas and herbal teas. Lainé interviewed him near Gémenos,
France, in January-February 2017. Here is an excerpt from the conversation:

‘Well, I’m a mechanic by training. We’ve always been told that it took at least five
to eight years to be good at what we do. That’s the time it takes to get to know
these machines. They’re called Teepacks, they’re German machines – I had to
adapt the tools, adapt the machines. […] We managed to crank up the Teepacks
to 186 and even 190 strokes per minute for the herbal teas. I’m telling you this
because in ’89, yes, ’89, we went on strike in Marseille. When we learned that we
would be relocated, we went on strike. They took our herbal tea bags and sent
them to all the other factories that produced herbal teas, to be packaged there.
This is how they tried to quash the strike. But they didn’t succeed. These people
only made tea! They couldn’t deal with herbal tea! So some time later, they gave
up. Some of our demands were met. Not all. Transportation allowance and some
other things3 . . .’

We thus learn about the specialist skills of Thierry Gabrielli, about his experience
and competence in getting the machine to do something for which it had not
been designed. His work enabled the machine to transcend and expand its
primary function. This had long been useful to the company, and when the threat
of relocation loomed large, it was also useful to the workers on strike in their
negotiations with the management.

 Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self, 2017, 3 channel video installation , H.D. colour and sound, 20 min (still).
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In the centre of Lainé’s installation, parallel to the horizontal plane of the
photographed and wallpapered machine, stands an enigmatic device on wheels.
It looks like a mobile, horizontal newspaper stand made of metal. As I learned, it is
used to transport goods in the warehouses of Amazon’s logistics centres. Lost in
the middle of the installation, it seems as empty and forlorn as the other objects
designed to serve a production that has now been halted. The thorough and
absurd uselessness of these tools – which are only tools because they are useful –
prompts further questions: What is the work cadence at Amazon? I think of a
worker – let us call  her Vanda T. – who is employed by Amazon in Brieselang,
near Berlin. She is shifting these devices around. Her body adapts to the space,
which is built for machines that are faster than her body. The cadence of her work
is based on a productivity rate. We know that she actually exists, because she
was part of a labour dispute in 2015 that undermined Amazon’s anti-union policy. 
However, we do not know her real name, because her testimonials remained
anonymous 4. She could therefore be a woman or a man. During the protests she
spoke about her work. She knows that she and her co-workers are played off
against each other:

‘We all started new in this warehouse, they call it a “fulfilment
centre”. Only a few people were shifted over from the Leipzig
warehouse to get things running; they had more experience. They
trained us. The first impression was: this place is huge! Having
worked on construction sites before, I thought that this is more like a
nursery, in the sense that they emphasise safety a lot: you have to
wear safety boots, high-vis, use the handrails, don’t take personal
belongings down to the shop-floor and so on. You are supposed to
walk on the designated footpath. They call it “standard work”;
everyone is supposed to work in a similar fashion. It is quite
militaristic, in a sense. They actually look for ex-army men when
hiring supervisory staff. Markings on the floor tell you where to go.
For me the easiest way to remember were the black signs to the
smoking area . . . Initially the pressure was not that high, because
the whole warehouse operation had just started and the majority of
people had to get used to things. But after four weeks or so – I
worked in Outbound at the time – it became clear that it’s about
targets, about achieving numbers. More and more people were
hired and I was supposed to train them. That was rather weird for
me. They just called us to Room 175 or something, and when we
arrived there they said: “Oh, great that you have volunteered to
become a ‘co-worker’ [trainer]”, though actually we had been
informed about fuck all. Basically they said: “Keep on doing your job,
keep smiling and show the new ones how to work.” Then rumours
started to spread: “Why have these guys been chosen to become
‘co-workers’? Does that mean they will get a permanent contract?”
In this way the first division amongst the first batch of workers was
created. Actually they didn’t give permanent contracts to all the
“co-workers”. I guess I only got one because I hadn’t taken any sick
leave and sometimes came in for extra shifts5.’

Vanda T. could have been anyone. It could have been a mechanic from the so-
called ‘Dock’ who had previously worked in a metal factory at Amazon in Poznań,
for example. Their experiences would have been similar, as he also spoke of the
permanent feeling of insecurity and of the support among colleagues that kept
him going after all:

“During the last few months I realised how insecure the future is –
people came and left again, no one knew who would stay and why.
We are always facing up to this fear – we don’t get any messages
saying that we do a good job and that our job is secure. Despite
working hard they can say “Thank you, there is the door” at any
time. And the chaos concerning payments and bonuses! What do I
like here? Most of all, the good colleagues in the “Dock”6!’

Arlette Chapius, on the other hand, is a retired artist who lives in the Maison
Nationale des Artistes, a French retirement home for artists. When Lainé
interviewed her, she spoke of her relationship to tools:

‘Tools? Which tools I prefer, you mean? The brushes? Yes. Are there
some brushes that I like more than others? Yes. Well, there are some
right here. This big brush, for example, it’s a beautiful brush, it’s
made of marten fur, it’s worth a fortune now. And I like it very much.
It has been used a lot, it has worked a lot, it’s been . . . I respect it, I
really do. The other ones too, but this one has its very own
character. It’s crazy. Not just physically, but it speaks to me, you
see. That’s just how it is. It’s a pretty extraordinary being, really.
Interesting, curious about everything, I was never bored with it even
for a second. I was never bored. There was always something lively,
something new. We don’t talk to say nothing. On the contrary. And
so I liked it very much7.’

Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self : les corps transparents, 2017, exhibition view,
Bétonsalon, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.
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Maybe it is precisely because of the strange feeling of emptiness characterising
Lainé’s installation at Palais de Tokyo with its generic work furniture that our
affective relation to tools, the love and tenderness we experience for the objects
that we manipulate to produce something, can shine through. What dreams has
this office chair been privy to? What meetings were held at this table, how many
trainees’ tears had to be dried here? Maybe the furniture belongs to an art
institution, with its precarious working conditions. Maybe an unpaid trainee sat
here, a young art historian with ambitious goals and full of shame after being once
again humiliated by the director, who can never remember their name. And what
about the rubber hamburger? What is it doing here? The protagonist that I
imagine when I look at it reckons that housework is not actual work. And yet, as
she spends her time looking after her kids, tidying up the house, trying to get the
next job, building a new website, storing away the rubber hamburger and fishing
her mobile phone out of the loo, she says to herself: ‘This is my work. This is how I
spend my days.’

Lainé’s installations confront us with orphaned objects. Her objects are not
symbols; they bear the traces of real work. Yet in her installations, they are eerily
quiet. Far from the ‘agency’ of things described by Bruno Latour8,  they are hardly
compelling and active. Rather, their muteness throws us back onto our
knowledge, the science with which we get them to run, or onto our experience,
with which we can order and store them away in the background. But if they are
not symbols, what are they? Maybe allegories in the Benjaminian sense –
fragments, contemporary ruins that have been removed from the all-
encompassing context of life? Maybe as allegories they stand as much for
themselves as for anything else? Lainé’s installation is not about work in a post-
Fordist age – it is about nothing. It draws us into a space of silent objects, into an
encounter with deceptively perfect settings, with broken and fragmented tools,
in which we might recognise our own experiences with neoliberal illusions, our
own sapience and affects in post-Fordism – our specific knowledge, our concrete
relationships to and with objects. Because it avoids the totalising reference of the
symbol, allegory partly subverts representation, in the sense of a meaningful
visualisation. The allegorical thinker ‘accepts things as damaged as they are’,
writes Andreas Greiert on Benjamin’s allegorical perspective9.  Allegory,
therefore, challenges our thinking – the thinking of a world that is by no means in
order, yet a thinking that is also affective and opens up a possible other future.
Lainé’s installation seems to translate this Benjaminian allegory of the fragment
into the present of post-Fordist or logistics-capitalistic infrastructures. Maybe
the concrete rubber hamburger refers to a counterpart in our lives; maybe when
looking at the simultaneously concrete and generic – but in any case cheaply
framed – images of a horizon over the sea, we remember exciting moments or the
banal emptiness of a waiting room or a conference hotel.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

Maybe we recognise the care of a mother, the attachment of a worker to her
colleagues, against whom she is being played off, maybe we know something
about the finesse of machines, about the ability to find our own feelings in the
ghostly world of generic images and to stand by them, to survive, to produce, to
defend ourselves and to continue. These specific relationships to tools, to things
and between humans – which Illich has summed up under the term ‘conviviality’ –
are mostly present in Lainé’s work through their absence. Lainé’s aesthetics are
not relational – or if they are, then only to the extent that they reveal these
relationships. For we may find that her human diorama of meaningless things
refers to ourselves. We encounter the objects we work with, the means of
production that we have long grown used to investing in ourselves, the loose
computer cables, which call upon our knowledge, our ability to do something else
with them than what they were intended for or what they do to us. Our encounter
with objects and tools and their stories is at once personal and universal. As in
Benjamin’s allegory, the rubber of ourselves meets the road of the wider world.

Translated from German by Boris Kremer.
Published in November 2017
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Ivan Illich imaginiert eine andere Welt, die auf der Fähigkeit basiert mitei-
nander und mit den Dingen in Beziehungen zu treten, sie mit Werkzeugen 
zu bauen und gemeinsam tätig zu sein. Aber wir leben nicht in einer konvi-
vialen Gesellschaft, sondern in einer neoliberalen Welt, die fantastische 
Infrastrukturen verspricht, während sie algorithmusbasierte neue Ausbeu-
tungsverhältnisse schafft. Dabei stehen wir in unseren immer unsichereren 
Leben zunehmend alleine da. Wie können wir nun in dieser Welt eine an-
dere mögliche Zukunft denken? Könnte ein Blick auf die Beziehungen, die 
sich nicht stillstellen lassen, dabei helfen – Beziehungen trotz allem, zu den 
Werkzeugen und zu einander?

Ohne jede Naivität, ohne jedes Versprechen und doch beharrlich näherten 
sich im Sommer 2017 zwei Ausstellungen von Emmanuelle Lainé in Paris die-
ser Frage an. Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider 
World, war im Palais de Tokyo zu sehen. Eine Raum greifenden Trompe-l’Œil 
Fotografie, die sich dreidimensional zum begehbaren Diorama öffnete, schuf 
einen Raum im Raum. Sie zeigte zunächst vor allem eine Maschine, eine 
Maschine, die Werkzeuge produziert. Zeitgleich präsentierte Lainé Incre-
mental Self : les corps transparents eine filmische Installation im Pariser 
Kunstraum Bétonsalon. Diese zeigte Begegnungen mit Personen, die sich 
auf die Werkzeuge mit denen sie arbeiten, verstehen: drei Künstlerinnen, in 
einem PensionistInnenheim, ein spezialisierter Arbeiter. Mit zwei sehr un-
terschiedlichen künstlerischen Herangehensweisen arbeitet Lainé von zwei 
verschiedenen Seiten die Beziehungen zu den Werkzeugen heraus. Mitten 
im unheimlichen Szenario der Gegenwart, treffen wir also auf Beziehungen 
trotz ihrer Verunmöglichung: in einem Fall als Begegnung mit Werkzeugen 
und im anderen Fall mit den Personen, die mit den Werkzeugen in einer Be-
ziehung stehen.

Eine konviviale Gesellschaft sollte es jedem ermöglichen, so 
autonom wie nur möglich mit Werkzeugen umzugehen, die in so 
geringem Maße wie möglich anderen unterstünden.1 Ivan Illich
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The work at Palais de Tokyo took the form of a stage inviting exhibition-goers to
step onto it. Those who accepted the enticing invitation to step into the world of
the machine encountered a motley collection of seemingly abandoned objects,
almost ghostly and mute. What could the empty office furniture, the silent
machine, the loose computer cable, the device for mobile warehouse logistics,
the generic image of a seascape and a rubber hamburger have in common? They
formed an abandoned scenario of everyday activity, instruments, tools and
utensils – traces of work. And so, despite their differences, if not incompatibility,
they seemed to point to something that may yet have to be invented. This is
precisely what I want to address in this essay, which looks for connections by
sneaking into the diorama space at Palais de Tokyo, reading the interviews from
the filmic installation at Bétonsalon, listening to the protagonists and connecting
them to other people, but also inventing things. While most of the protagonists in
this text exist, others are invented, yet they could be real. They are allegories only
in Walter Benjamin’s sense2,  in that they maintain a tension between the
personal and the general, the self and the world – a characteristic they share with
the machine and the objects in Lainé’s installation.

So here we are, standing in the middle of a machine – no, in the middle of a three-
dimensional photograph of a machine. The setting simultaneously reveals and
obscures, the materiality of production is at once concrete and generic, specific
and universal. For the history of labour is also the history of every individual
production, a history of exploitation, but also of knowledge and know-how. With
this in mind, let us listen to Thierry Gabrielli, a worker at Scop-TI, a cooperative
factory that produces teas and herbal teas. Lainé interviewed him near Gémenos,
France, in January-February 2017. Here is an excerpt from the conversation:

‘Well, I’m a mechanic by training. We’ve always been told that it took at least five
to eight years to be good at what we do. That’s the time it takes to get to know
these machines. They’re called Teepacks, they’re German machines – I had to
adapt the tools, adapt the machines. […] We managed to crank up the Teepacks
to 186 and even 190 strokes per minute for the herbal teas. I’m telling you this
because in ’89, yes, ’89, we went on strike in Marseille. When we learned that we
would be relocated, we went on strike. They took our herbal tea bags and sent
them to all the other factories that produced herbal teas, to be packaged there.
This is how they tried to quash the strike. But they didn’t succeed. These people
only made tea! They couldn’t deal with herbal tea! So some time later, they gave
up. Some of our demands were met. Not all. Transportation allowance and some
other things3 . . .’

We thus learn about the specialist skills of Thierry Gabrielli, about his experience
and competence in getting the machine to do something for which it had not
been designed. His work enabled the machine to transcend and expand its
primary function. This had long been useful to the company, and when the threat
of relocation loomed large, it was also useful to the workers on strike in their
negotiations with the management.
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everyone is supposed to work in a similar fashion. It is quite
militaristic, in a sense. They actually look for ex-army men when
hiring supervisory staff. Markings on the floor tell you where to go.
For me the easiest way to remember were the black signs to the
smoking area . . . Initially the pressure was not that high, because
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‘co-workers’? Does that mean they will get a permanent contract?”
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Vanda T. could have been anyone. It could have been a mechanic from the so-
called ‘Dock’ who had previously worked in a metal factory at Amazon in Poznań,
for example. Their experiences would have been similar, as he also spoke of the
permanent feeling of insecurity and of the support among colleagues that kept
him going after all:

“During the last few months I realised how insecure the future is –
people came and left again, no one knew who would stay and why.
We are always facing up to this fear – we don’t get any messages
saying that we do a good job and that our job is secure. Despite
working hard they can say “Thank you, there is the door” at any
time. And the chaos concerning payments and bonuses! What do I
like here? Most of all, the good colleagues in the “Dock”6!’

Arlette Chapius, on the other hand, is a retired artist who lives in the Maison
Nationale des Artistes, a French retirement home for artists. When Lainé
interviewed her, she spoke of her relationship to tools:

‘Tools? Which tools I prefer, you mean? The brushes? Yes. Are there
some brushes that I like more than others? Yes. Well, there are some
right here. This big brush, for example, it’s a beautiful brush, it’s
made of marten fur, it’s worth a fortune now. And I like it very much.
It has been used a lot, it has worked a lot, it’s been . . . I respect it, I
really do. The other ones too, but this one has its very own
character. It’s crazy. Not just physically, but it speaks to me, you
see. That’s just how it is. It’s a pretty extraordinary being, really.
Interesting, curious about everything, I was never bored with it even
for a second. I was never bored. There was always something lively,
something new. We don’t talk to say nothing. On the contrary. And
so I liked it very much7.’
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extent that they

reveal these

relationships.

Maybe it is precisely because of the strange feeling of emptiness characterising
Lainé’s installation at Palais de Tokyo with its generic work furniture that our
affective relation to tools, the love and tenderness we experience for the objects
that we manipulate to produce something, can shine through. What dreams has
this office chair been privy to? What meetings were held at this table, how many
trainees’ tears had to be dried here? Maybe the furniture belongs to an art
institution, with its precarious working conditions. Maybe an unpaid trainee sat
here, a young art historian with ambitious goals and full of shame after being once
again humiliated by the director, who can never remember their name. And what
about the rubber hamburger? What is it doing here? The protagonist that I
imagine when I look at it reckons that housework is not actual work. And yet, as
she spends her time looking after her kids, tidying up the house, trying to get the
next job, building a new website, storing away the rubber hamburger and fishing
her mobile phone out of the loo, she says to herself: ‘This is my work. This is how I
spend my days.’

Lainé’s installations confront us with orphaned objects. Her objects are not
symbols; they bear the traces of real work. Yet in her installations, they are eerily
quiet. Far from the ‘agency’ of things described by Bruno Latour8,  they are hardly
compelling and active. Rather, their muteness throws us back onto our
knowledge, the science with which we get them to run, or onto our experience,
with which we can order and store them away in the background. But if they are
not symbols, what are they? Maybe allegories in the Benjaminian sense –
fragments, contemporary ruins that have been removed from the all-
encompassing context of life? Maybe as allegories they stand as much for
themselves as for anything else? Lainé’s installation is not about work in a post-
Fordist age – it is about nothing. It draws us into a space of silent objects, into an
encounter with deceptively perfect settings, with broken and fragmented tools,
in which we might recognise our own experiences with neoliberal illusions, our
own sapience and affects in post-Fordism – our specific knowledge, our concrete
relationships to and with objects. Because it avoids the totalising reference of the
symbol, allegory partly subverts representation, in the sense of a meaningful
visualisation. The allegorical thinker ‘accepts things as damaged as they are’,
writes Andreas Greiert on Benjamin’s allegorical perspective9.  Allegory,
therefore, challenges our thinking – the thinking of a world that is by no means in
order, yet a thinking that is also affective and opens up a possible other future.
Lainé’s installation seems to translate this Benjaminian allegory of the fragment
into the present of post-Fordist or logistics-capitalistic infrastructures. Maybe
the concrete rubber hamburger refers to a counterpart in our lives; maybe when
looking at the simultaneously concrete and generic – but in any case cheaply
framed – images of a horizon over the sea, we remember exciting moments or the
banal emptiness of a waiting room or a conference hotel.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

Maybe we recognise the care of a mother, the attachment of a worker to her
colleagues, against whom she is being played off, maybe we know something
about the finesse of machines, about the ability to find our own feelings in the
ghostly world of generic images and to stand by them, to survive, to produce, to
defend ourselves and to continue. These specific relationships to tools, to things
and between humans – which Illich has summed up under the term ‘conviviality’ –
are mostly present in Lainé’s work through their absence. Lainé’s aesthetics are
not relational – or if they are, then only to the extent that they reveal these
relationships. For we may find that her human diorama of meaningless things
refers to ourselves. We encounter the objects we work with, the means of
production that we have long grown used to investing in ourselves, the loose
computer cables, which call upon our knowledge, our ability to do something else
with them than what they were intended for or what they do to us. Our encounter
with objects and tools and their stories is at once personal and universal. As in
Benjamin’s allegory, the rubber of ourselves meets the road of the wider world.

Translated from German by Boris Kremer.
Published in November 2017
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Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World (2017), photography.

Nora Sternfeld and Emmanuelle Lainé, Paris, September
2017.
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Die Arbeit im Palais de Tokyo präsentierte sich wie eine Bühne, die die 
BetrachterInnen einlädt, sie zu betreten. Folgen wir nun dem Ruf, der attrak-
tiven Einladung in die Welt der Maschine einzutreten, begegnen wir dort 
einer Ansammlung von Dingen, die verlassen und heterogen, fast geisterhaft 
und stumm erscheinen. Was könnten die leeren Büromöbel, die stillstehende 
Maschine, das lose Computerkabel, die Vorrichtung für die mobile Lagerlo-
gistik, das generische Bild einer Meereslandschaft und ein Gummihambur-
ger gemeinsam haben? Ein verlassenes Szenario alltäglicher Aktivität, Ins-
trumente, Werkzeuge oder Utensilien – Spuren von Arbeit. Und so scheinen 
sie in ihrer ganzen Unterschiedlichkeit, vielleicht gar Inkompatibilität doch 
von etwas zu erzählen, das möglicherweise erst zu erfinden ist. Darauf will 
ich mich einlassen. Dieser Text sucht also nach Verbindungen, schleicht sich 
in den Diorama-Raum im Palais de Tokyo ein, folgt den Interviews aus der 
filmischen Installation im Bétonsalon, hört den ProtagonistInnen zu, ver-
bindet sie mit anderen Personen, erfindet sich aber auch kurzerhand etwas 
dazu. Einen großen Teil der hier vorgestellten Figuren gibt es also, manche 
sind erfunden, aber es könnte sie geben. Wenn sie Allegorien sind, dann 
im Sinne Walter Benjamins2 : Sie behalten eine Spannung zwischen dem 

Wenn sie  
Allegorien 
sind, dann im 
Sinne Walter  
Benjamins...



“A convivial society should be designed to allow all its members the
most autonomous action by means of tools least controlled
by others”1. – Ivan Illich

Ivan Illich imagines another world based on “conviviality” – on the ability to relate
to each other and to things, to build the world with tools and to work together. Yet
we do not live in a convivial society, but in a neoliberal world that promises
fantastic infrastructures, while creating new conditions of exploitation based on
algorithms. In this world we find ourselves increasingly alone in our increasingly
unsafe lives. How can we imagine an alternative future in this world? Might it help
to look at irrepressible relationships – the relationships we entertain with our tools
and with each other in spite of everything?

Without naivety or false promises but with persistence, two exhibitions by
Emmanuelle Lainé tackled this question in summer 2017. Where the Rubber of
Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World at Palais de Tokyo was a three-
dimensional trompe l’oeil photograph that created a space within the space by
expanding into a walk-in diorama. At first sight, it depicted a machine – a
machine that produces tools. At the same time, Lainé presented Incremental Self
: les corps transparents at Bétonsalon, on the other side of Paris, a cinematic
installation that documents her encounters with three artists living in a retirement
home and a specialised worker – people who entertain a strong relationship with
the tools with which they work. Lainé used two different artistic approaches to
look at our relationship to tools from two different angles. On the backdrop of the
uncanny scenario that characterises the present world, she revealed to us
relationships despite their becoming impossible in this world: in one case as an
encounter with tools, and in the other as an encounter with those who work in a
close relationship with them.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

They are

allegories only

in Walter

Benjamin’s sense

...

The work at Palais de Tokyo took the form of a stage inviting exhibition-goers to
step onto it. Those who accepted the enticing invitation to step into the world of
the machine encountered a motley collection of seemingly abandoned objects,
almost ghostly and mute. What could the empty office furniture, the silent
machine, the loose computer cable, the device for mobile warehouse logistics,
the generic image of a seascape and a rubber hamburger have in common? They
formed an abandoned scenario of everyday activity, instruments, tools and
utensils – traces of work. And so, despite their differences, if not incompatibility,
they seemed to point to something that may yet have to be invented. This is
precisely what I want to address in this essay, which looks for connections by
sneaking into the diorama space at Palais de Tokyo, reading the interviews from
the filmic installation at Bétonsalon, listening to the protagonists and connecting
them to other people, but also inventing things. While most of the protagonists in
this text exist, others are invented, yet they could be real. They are allegories only
in Walter Benjamin’s sense2,  in that they maintain a tension between the
personal and the general, the self and the world – a characteristic they share with
the machine and the objects in Lainé’s installation.

So here we are, standing in the middle of a machine – no, in the middle of a three-
dimensional photograph of a machine. The setting simultaneously reveals and
obscures, the materiality of production is at once concrete and generic, specific
and universal. For the history of labour is also the history of every individual
production, a history of exploitation, but also of knowledge and know-how. With
this in mind, let us listen to Thierry Gabrielli, a worker at Scop-TI, a cooperative
factory that produces teas and herbal teas. Lainé interviewed him near Gémenos,
France, in January-February 2017. Here is an excerpt from the conversation:

‘Well, I’m a mechanic by training. We’ve always been told that it took at least five
to eight years to be good at what we do. That’s the time it takes to get to know
these machines. They’re called Teepacks, they’re German machines – I had to
adapt the tools, adapt the machines. […] We managed to crank up the Teepacks
to 186 and even 190 strokes per minute for the herbal teas. I’m telling you this
because in ’89, yes, ’89, we went on strike in Marseille. When we learned that we
would be relocated, we went on strike. They took our herbal tea bags and sent
them to all the other factories that produced herbal teas, to be packaged there.
This is how they tried to quash the strike. But they didn’t succeed. These people
only made tea! They couldn’t deal with herbal tea! So some time later, they gave
up. Some of our demands were met. Not all. Transportation allowance and some
other things3 . . .’

We thus learn about the specialist skills of Thierry Gabrielli, about his experience
and competence in getting the machine to do something for which it had not
been designed. His work enabled the machine to transcend and expand its
primary function. This had long been useful to the company, and when the threat
of relocation loomed large, it was also useful to the workers on strike in their
negotiations with the management.

 Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self, 2017, 3 channel video installation , H.D. colour and sound, 20 min (still).

“Despite working

hard they can say

“Thank you, there

is the door”...”

In the centre of Lainé’s installation, parallel to the horizontal plane of the
photographed and wallpapered machine, stands an enigmatic device on wheels.
It looks like a mobile, horizontal newspaper stand made of metal. As I learned, it is
used to transport goods in the warehouses of Amazon’s logistics centres. Lost in
the middle of the installation, it seems as empty and forlorn as the other objects
designed to serve a production that has now been halted. The thorough and
absurd uselessness of these tools – which are only tools because they are useful –
prompts further questions: What is the work cadence at Amazon? I think of a
worker – let us call  her Vanda T. – who is employed by Amazon in Brieselang,
near Berlin. She is shifting these devices around. Her body adapts to the space,
which is built for machines that are faster than her body. The cadence of her work
is based on a productivity rate. We know that she actually exists, because she
was part of a labour dispute in 2015 that undermined Amazon’s anti-union policy. 
However, we do not know her real name, because her testimonials remained
anonymous 4. She could therefore be a woman or a man. During the protests she
spoke about her work. She knows that she and her co-workers are played off
against each other:

‘We all started new in this warehouse, they call it a “fulfilment
centre”. Only a few people were shifted over from the Leipzig
warehouse to get things running; they had more experience. They
trained us. The first impression was: this place is huge! Having
worked on construction sites before, I thought that this is more like a
nursery, in the sense that they emphasise safety a lot: you have to
wear safety boots, high-vis, use the handrails, don’t take personal
belongings down to the shop-floor and so on. You are supposed to
walk on the designated footpath. They call it “standard work”;
everyone is supposed to work in a similar fashion. It is quite
militaristic, in a sense. They actually look for ex-army men when
hiring supervisory staff. Markings on the floor tell you where to go.
For me the easiest way to remember were the black signs to the
smoking area . . . Initially the pressure was not that high, because
the whole warehouse operation had just started and the majority of
people had to get used to things. But after four weeks or so – I
worked in Outbound at the time – it became clear that it’s about
targets, about achieving numbers. More and more people were
hired and I was supposed to train them. That was rather weird for
me. They just called us to Room 175 or something, and when we
arrived there they said: “Oh, great that you have volunteered to
become a ‘co-worker’ [trainer]”, though actually we had been
informed about fuck all. Basically they said: “Keep on doing your job,
keep smiling and show the new ones how to work.” Then rumours
started to spread: “Why have these guys been chosen to become
‘co-workers’? Does that mean they will get a permanent contract?”
In this way the first division amongst the first batch of workers was
created. Actually they didn’t give permanent contracts to all the
“co-workers”. I guess I only got one because I hadn’t taken any sick
leave and sometimes came in for extra shifts5.’

Vanda T. could have been anyone. It could have been a mechanic from the so-
called ‘Dock’ who had previously worked in a metal factory at Amazon in Poznań,
for example. Their experiences would have been similar, as he also spoke of the
permanent feeling of insecurity and of the support among colleagues that kept
him going after all:

“During the last few months I realised how insecure the future is –
people came and left again, no one knew who would stay and why.
We are always facing up to this fear – we don’t get any messages
saying that we do a good job and that our job is secure. Despite
working hard they can say “Thank you, there is the door” at any
time. And the chaos concerning payments and bonuses! What do I
like here? Most of all, the good colleagues in the “Dock”6!’

Arlette Chapius, on the other hand, is a retired artist who lives in the Maison
Nationale des Artistes, a French retirement home for artists. When Lainé
interviewed her, she spoke of her relationship to tools:

‘Tools? Which tools I prefer, you mean? The brushes? Yes. Are there
some brushes that I like more than others? Yes. Well, there are some
right here. This big brush, for example, it’s a beautiful brush, it’s
made of marten fur, it’s worth a fortune now. And I like it very much.
It has been used a lot, it has worked a lot, it’s been . . . I respect it, I
really do. The other ones too, but this one has its very own
character. It’s crazy. Not just physically, but it speaks to me, you
see. That’s just how it is. It’s a pretty extraordinary being, really.
Interesting, curious about everything, I was never bored with it even
for a second. I was never bored. There was always something lively,
something new. We don’t talk to say nothing. On the contrary. And
so I liked it very much7.’

Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self : les corps transparents, 2017, exhibition view,
Bétonsalon, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.
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Maybe it is precisely because of the strange feeling of emptiness characterising
Lainé’s installation at Palais de Tokyo with its generic work furniture that our
affective relation to tools, the love and tenderness we experience for the objects
that we manipulate to produce something, can shine through. What dreams has
this office chair been privy to? What meetings were held at this table, how many
trainees’ tears had to be dried here? Maybe the furniture belongs to an art
institution, with its precarious working conditions. Maybe an unpaid trainee sat
here, a young art historian with ambitious goals and full of shame after being once
again humiliated by the director, who can never remember their name. And what
about the rubber hamburger? What is it doing here? The protagonist that I
imagine when I look at it reckons that housework is not actual work. And yet, as
she spends her time looking after her kids, tidying up the house, trying to get the
next job, building a new website, storing away the rubber hamburger and fishing
her mobile phone out of the loo, she says to herself: ‘This is my work. This is how I
spend my days.’

Lainé’s installations confront us with orphaned objects. Her objects are not
symbols; they bear the traces of real work. Yet in her installations, they are eerily
quiet. Far from the ‘agency’ of things described by Bruno Latour8,  they are hardly
compelling and active. Rather, their muteness throws us back onto our
knowledge, the science with which we get them to run, or onto our experience,
with which we can order and store them away in the background. But if they are
not symbols, what are they? Maybe allegories in the Benjaminian sense –
fragments, contemporary ruins that have been removed from the all-
encompassing context of life? Maybe as allegories they stand as much for
themselves as for anything else? Lainé’s installation is not about work in a post-
Fordist age – it is about nothing. It draws us into a space of silent objects, into an
encounter with deceptively perfect settings, with broken and fragmented tools,
in which we might recognise our own experiences with neoliberal illusions, our
own sapience and affects in post-Fordism – our specific knowledge, our concrete
relationships to and with objects. Because it avoids the totalising reference of the
symbol, allegory partly subverts representation, in the sense of a meaningful
visualisation. The allegorical thinker ‘accepts things as damaged as they are’,
writes Andreas Greiert on Benjamin’s allegorical perspective9.  Allegory,
therefore, challenges our thinking – the thinking of a world that is by no means in
order, yet a thinking that is also affective and opens up a possible other future.
Lainé’s installation seems to translate this Benjaminian allegory of the fragment
into the present of post-Fordist or logistics-capitalistic infrastructures. Maybe
the concrete rubber hamburger refers to a counterpart in our lives; maybe when
looking at the simultaneously concrete and generic – but in any case cheaply
framed – images of a horizon over the sea, we remember exciting moments or the
banal emptiness of a waiting room or a conference hotel.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

Maybe we recognise the care of a mother, the attachment of a worker to her
colleagues, against whom she is being played off, maybe we know something
about the finesse of machines, about the ability to find our own feelings in the
ghostly world of generic images and to stand by them, to survive, to produce, to
defend ourselves and to continue. These specific relationships to tools, to things
and between humans – which Illich has summed up under the term ‘conviviality’ –
are mostly present in Lainé’s work through their absence. Lainé’s aesthetics are
not relational – or if they are, then only to the extent that they reveal these
relationships. For we may find that her human diorama of meaningless things
refers to ourselves. We encounter the objects we work with, the means of
production that we have long grown used to investing in ourselves, the loose
computer cables, which call upon our knowledge, our ability to do something else
with them than what they were intended for or what they do to us. Our encounter
with objects and tools and their stories is at once personal and universal. As in
Benjamin’s allegory, the rubber of ourselves meets the road of the wider world.

Translated from German by Boris Kremer.
Published in November 2017
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Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World (2017), photography.

Nora Sternfeld and Emmanuelle Lainé, Paris, September
2017.
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im Sinne Walter Benjamins : Sie behalten eine Spannung zwischen dem 
Persönlichen und dem Allgemeinen, dem Selbst und der Welt. Das haben sie 
mit der Maschine und den Dingen in der Installation von Emmanuelle Lainé 
gemeinsam. 

So stehen wir also mitten in einer Maschine, nein, mitten in der dreidimen-
sionalen Fotografie von einer Maschine, die Kulisse zeigt und entzieht sich, 
die Materialität der Produktion ist dabei zugleich konkret und allgemein, par-
tikular und universal. Denn die Geschichte der Arbeit ist auch die Geschichte 
jeder einzelnen Produktion, Geschichte von Ausbeutung, aber auch von 
Wissen und Können. Ich schlage vor, dass wir vor diesem Hintergrund 
Thierry Gabrielli zuhören, Facharbeiter bei Scop-TI, einer genossenschaft-
lichen Fabrik für die Herstellung von Tee und Kräutertee. Das Interview mit 
ihm fand bei Gémenos statt, im Januar-Februar 2017. Ein Ausschnitt aus dem 
Gespräch: „Ich bin von Haus aus Mechaniker. Uns wurde immer gesagt, dass 
man mindestens fünf bis acht Jahre braucht, um wirklich gut zu sein. Solange 
braucht man, um die Maschinen kennenzulernen. Es sind so genannte Tee-
pack, deutsche Maschinen – ich musste die Werkzeuge anpassen, an den 
Maschinen herumtüfteln. [...] Bei uns produzierten die Teepack 186 Packun-
gen pro Minute, für Kräutertee sogar bis zu 190. Ich erzähle Ihnen das, weil 
wir ’89… ja ’89, in Marseille gestreikt haben. Als wir erfuhren, dass die 
Fabrik ausgelagert werden sollte, haben wir gestreikt. Daraufhin brachten 
sie unsere Teebeutel in andere Fabriken, die auch Tee herstellten, um sie 
dort verpacken zu lassen. Um den Streik abzuwürgen. Aber dort kam man 
nicht damit klar. Die machten ja bloß Tee! Mit Kräutertee kamen sie nicht 
klar! Letztlich haben sie es aufgegeben. Und wir haben ein bisschen was von 
dem, was wir verlangten, erreicht. Nicht alles. Transportprämie und ein paar 
andere Sachen…“3 Wir erfahren also von der spezifischen Fähigkeit des spe-
zialisierten Arbeiters Thierry Gabrielli, von seiner Erfahrung und Kompetenz 
darin, der Maschine abzuringen, wozu sie nicht in erster Linie konstruiert 
wurde. Seine Arbeit hat deren Funktion zu überschreiten und zu erweitern 
verstanden. Das nützte lange der Firma, nach der drohenden Deplatzierung 
nütze es auch für die Verhandlungen im Streik.



“A convivial society should be designed to allow all its members the
most autonomous action by means of tools least controlled
by others”1. – Ivan Illich

Ivan Illich imagines another world based on “conviviality” – on the ability to relate
to each other and to things, to build the world with tools and to work together. Yet
we do not live in a convivial society, but in a neoliberal world that promises
fantastic infrastructures, while creating new conditions of exploitation based on
algorithms. In this world we find ourselves increasingly alone in our increasingly
unsafe lives. How can we imagine an alternative future in this world? Might it help
to look at irrepressible relationships – the relationships we entertain with our tools
and with each other in spite of everything?

Without naivety or false promises but with persistence, two exhibitions by
Emmanuelle Lainé tackled this question in summer 2017. Where the Rubber of
Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World at Palais de Tokyo was a three-
dimensional trompe l’oeil photograph that created a space within the space by
expanding into a walk-in diorama. At first sight, it depicted a machine – a
machine that produces tools. At the same time, Lainé presented Incremental Self
: les corps transparents at Bétonsalon, on the other side of Paris, a cinematic
installation that documents her encounters with three artists living in a retirement
home and a specialised worker – people who entertain a strong relationship with
the tools with which they work. Lainé used two different artistic approaches to
look at our relationship to tools from two different angles. On the backdrop of the
uncanny scenario that characterises the present world, she revealed to us
relationships despite their becoming impossible in this world: in one case as an
encounter with tools, and in the other as an encounter with those who work in a
close relationship with them.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).
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The work at Palais de Tokyo took the form of a stage inviting exhibition-goers to
step onto it. Those who accepted the enticing invitation to step into the world of
the machine encountered a motley collection of seemingly abandoned objects,
almost ghostly and mute. What could the empty office furniture, the silent
machine, the loose computer cable, the device for mobile warehouse logistics,
the generic image of a seascape and a rubber hamburger have in common? They
formed an abandoned scenario of everyday activity, instruments, tools and
utensils – traces of work. And so, despite their differences, if not incompatibility,
they seemed to point to something that may yet have to be invented. This is
precisely what I want to address in this essay, which looks for connections by
sneaking into the diorama space at Palais de Tokyo, reading the interviews from
the filmic installation at Bétonsalon, listening to the protagonists and connecting
them to other people, but also inventing things. While most of the protagonists in
this text exist, others are invented, yet they could be real. They are allegories only
in Walter Benjamin’s sense2,  in that they maintain a tension between the
personal and the general, the self and the world – a characteristic they share with
the machine and the objects in Lainé’s installation.

So here we are, standing in the middle of a machine – no, in the middle of a three-
dimensional photograph of a machine. The setting simultaneously reveals and
obscures, the materiality of production is at once concrete and generic, specific
and universal. For the history of labour is also the history of every individual
production, a history of exploitation, but also of knowledge and know-how. With
this in mind, let us listen to Thierry Gabrielli, a worker at Scop-TI, a cooperative
factory that produces teas and herbal teas. Lainé interviewed him near Gémenos,
France, in January-February 2017. Here is an excerpt from the conversation:

‘Well, I’m a mechanic by training. We’ve always been told that it took at least five
to eight years to be good at what we do. That’s the time it takes to get to know
these machines. They’re called Teepacks, they’re German machines – I had to
adapt the tools, adapt the machines. […] We managed to crank up the Teepacks
to 186 and even 190 strokes per minute for the herbal teas. I’m telling you this
because in ’89, yes, ’89, we went on strike in Marseille. When we learned that we
would be relocated, we went on strike. They took our herbal tea bags and sent
them to all the other factories that produced herbal teas, to be packaged there.
This is how they tried to quash the strike. But they didn’t succeed. These people
only made tea! They couldn’t deal with herbal tea! So some time later, they gave
up. Some of our demands were met. Not all. Transportation allowance and some
other things3 . . .’

We thus learn about the specialist skills of Thierry Gabrielli, about his experience
and competence in getting the machine to do something for which it had not
been designed. His work enabled the machine to transcend and expand its
primary function. This had long been useful to the company, and when the threat
of relocation loomed large, it was also useful to the workers on strike in their
negotiations with the management.

 Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self, 2017, 3 channel video installation , H.D. colour and sound, 20 min (still).
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In the centre of Lainé’s installation, parallel to the horizontal plane of the
photographed and wallpapered machine, stands an enigmatic device on wheels.
It looks like a mobile, horizontal newspaper stand made of metal. As I learned, it is
used to transport goods in the warehouses of Amazon’s logistics centres. Lost in
the middle of the installation, it seems as empty and forlorn as the other objects
designed to serve a production that has now been halted. The thorough and
absurd uselessness of these tools – which are only tools because they are useful –
prompts further questions: What is the work cadence at Amazon? I think of a
worker – let us call  her Vanda T. – who is employed by Amazon in Brieselang,
near Berlin. She is shifting these devices around. Her body adapts to the space,
which is built for machines that are faster than her body. The cadence of her work
is based on a productivity rate. We know that she actually exists, because she
was part of a labour dispute in 2015 that undermined Amazon’s anti-union policy. 
However, we do not know her real name, because her testimonials remained
anonymous 4. She could therefore be a woman or a man. During the protests she
spoke about her work. She knows that she and her co-workers are played off
against each other:

‘We all started new in this warehouse, they call it a “fulfilment
centre”. Only a few people were shifted over from the Leipzig
warehouse to get things running; they had more experience. They
trained us. The first impression was: this place is huge! Having
worked on construction sites before, I thought that this is more like a
nursery, in the sense that they emphasise safety a lot: you have to
wear safety boots, high-vis, use the handrails, don’t take personal
belongings down to the shop-floor and so on. You are supposed to
walk on the designated footpath. They call it “standard work”;
everyone is supposed to work in a similar fashion. It is quite
militaristic, in a sense. They actually look for ex-army men when
hiring supervisory staff. Markings on the floor tell you where to go.
For me the easiest way to remember were the black signs to the
smoking area . . . Initially the pressure was not that high, because
the whole warehouse operation had just started and the majority of
people had to get used to things. But after four weeks or so – I
worked in Outbound at the time – it became clear that it’s about
targets, about achieving numbers. More and more people were
hired and I was supposed to train them. That was rather weird for
me. They just called us to Room 175 or something, and when we
arrived there they said: “Oh, great that you have volunteered to
become a ‘co-worker’ [trainer]”, though actually we had been
informed about fuck all. Basically they said: “Keep on doing your job,
keep smiling and show the new ones how to work.” Then rumours
started to spread: “Why have these guys been chosen to become
‘co-workers’? Does that mean they will get a permanent contract?”
In this way the first division amongst the first batch of workers was
created. Actually they didn’t give permanent contracts to all the
“co-workers”. I guess I only got one because I hadn’t taken any sick
leave and sometimes came in for extra shifts5.’

Vanda T. could have been anyone. It could have been a mechanic from the so-
called ‘Dock’ who had previously worked in a metal factory at Amazon in Poznań,
for example. Their experiences would have been similar, as he also spoke of the
permanent feeling of insecurity and of the support among colleagues that kept
him going after all:

“During the last few months I realised how insecure the future is –
people came and left again, no one knew who would stay and why.
We are always facing up to this fear – we don’t get any messages
saying that we do a good job and that our job is secure. Despite
working hard they can say “Thank you, there is the door” at any
time. And the chaos concerning payments and bonuses! What do I
like here? Most of all, the good colleagues in the “Dock”6!’

Arlette Chapius, on the other hand, is a retired artist who lives in the Maison
Nationale des Artistes, a French retirement home for artists. When Lainé
interviewed her, she spoke of her relationship to tools:

‘Tools? Which tools I prefer, you mean? The brushes? Yes. Are there
some brushes that I like more than others? Yes. Well, there are some
right here. This big brush, for example, it’s a beautiful brush, it’s
made of marten fur, it’s worth a fortune now. And I like it very much.
It has been used a lot, it has worked a lot, it’s been . . . I respect it, I
really do. The other ones too, but this one has its very own
character. It’s crazy. Not just physically, but it speaks to me, you
see. That’s just how it is. It’s a pretty extraordinary being, really.
Interesting, curious about everything, I was never bored with it even
for a second. I was never bored. There was always something lively,
something new. We don’t talk to say nothing. On the contrary. And
so I liked it very much7.’

Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self : les corps transparents, 2017, exhibition view,
Bétonsalon, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.
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Maybe it is precisely because of the strange feeling of emptiness characterising
Lainé’s installation at Palais de Tokyo with its generic work furniture that our
affective relation to tools, the love and tenderness we experience for the objects
that we manipulate to produce something, can shine through. What dreams has
this office chair been privy to? What meetings were held at this table, how many
trainees’ tears had to be dried here? Maybe the furniture belongs to an art
institution, with its precarious working conditions. Maybe an unpaid trainee sat
here, a young art historian with ambitious goals and full of shame after being once
again humiliated by the director, who can never remember their name. And what
about the rubber hamburger? What is it doing here? The protagonist that I
imagine when I look at it reckons that housework is not actual work. And yet, as
she spends her time looking after her kids, tidying up the house, trying to get the
next job, building a new website, storing away the rubber hamburger and fishing
her mobile phone out of the loo, she says to herself: ‘This is my work. This is how I
spend my days.’

Lainé’s installations confront us with orphaned objects. Her objects are not
symbols; they bear the traces of real work. Yet in her installations, they are eerily
quiet. Far from the ‘agency’ of things described by Bruno Latour8,  they are hardly
compelling and active. Rather, their muteness throws us back onto our
knowledge, the science with which we get them to run, or onto our experience,
with which we can order and store them away in the background. But if they are
not symbols, what are they? Maybe allegories in the Benjaminian sense –
fragments, contemporary ruins that have been removed from the all-
encompassing context of life? Maybe as allegories they stand as much for
themselves as for anything else? Lainé’s installation is not about work in a post-
Fordist age – it is about nothing. It draws us into a space of silent objects, into an
encounter with deceptively perfect settings, with broken and fragmented tools,
in which we might recognise our own experiences with neoliberal illusions, our
own sapience and affects in post-Fordism – our specific knowledge, our concrete
relationships to and with objects. Because it avoids the totalising reference of the
symbol, allegory partly subverts representation, in the sense of a meaningful
visualisation. The allegorical thinker ‘accepts things as damaged as they are’,
writes Andreas Greiert on Benjamin’s allegorical perspective9.  Allegory,
therefore, challenges our thinking – the thinking of a world that is by no means in
order, yet a thinking that is also affective and opens up a possible other future.
Lainé’s installation seems to translate this Benjaminian allegory of the fragment
into the present of post-Fordist or logistics-capitalistic infrastructures. Maybe
the concrete rubber hamburger refers to a counterpart in our lives; maybe when
looking at the simultaneously concrete and generic – but in any case cheaply
framed – images of a horizon over the sea, we remember exciting moments or the
banal emptiness of a waiting room or a conference hotel.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

Maybe we recognise the care of a mother, the attachment of a worker to her
colleagues, against whom she is being played off, maybe we know something
about the finesse of machines, about the ability to find our own feelings in the
ghostly world of generic images and to stand by them, to survive, to produce, to
defend ourselves and to continue. These specific relationships to tools, to things
and between humans – which Illich has summed up under the term ‘conviviality’ –
are mostly present in Lainé’s work through their absence. Lainé’s aesthetics are
not relational – or if they are, then only to the extent that they reveal these
relationships. For we may find that her human diorama of meaningless things
refers to ourselves. We encounter the objects we work with, the means of
production that we have long grown used to investing in ourselves, the loose
computer cables, which call upon our knowledge, our ability to do something else
with them than what they were intended for or what they do to us. Our encounter
with objects and tools and their stories is at once personal and universal. As in
Benjamin’s allegory, the rubber of ourselves meets the road of the wider world.

Translated from German by Boris Kremer.
Published in November 2017

Emmanuelle Lainé according to Nora Sternfeld Reading time 20’

Working Conditions

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World (2017), photography.

Nora Sternfeld and Emmanuelle Lainé, Paris, September
2017.
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Mitten in der Installation, auf einer Stufe, aus einem Blickwinkel parallel 
zur horizontalen Ebene der fotografierten und tapezierten Maschine steht 
ein enigmatisch wirkendes Gerät auf Rädern. Es sieht aus wie ein mobiler, 
horizontaler Zeitungsständer aus Metall. Wie ich erfahren habe, dient es zum 
Transport von Waren in den Lagerhallen der Logistikzentren von Amazon. 
Mitten in der Installation wirkt die Vorrichtung ebenso leer, und verloren, wie 
die anderen Dinge, die einer Produktion dienen sollen, die hier stillgestellt 
ist. Die ebenso konsequente wie absurde Nutzlosigkeit von Werkzeugen, 
die ja eigentlich nur Werkzeuge sind, weil sie nützen, öffnet den Raum für 
weitere Fragen: Was ist der Takt der Arbeit bei Amazon? Ich stelle mir eine 
Arbeiterin vor, gebe ihr den Namen Vanda T., die bei Amazon in Brieselang, 
unweit von Berlin, arbeitet. Sie verschiebt die Geräte. Ihr Körper passt sich 
dem Raum an, der schon für die Maschinen gebaut ist, die schneller sind 
als ihr Körper. Die Taktung ihrer Arbeit basiert auf einer Produktivitätsrate. 
Wir wissen von ihr, weil sie 2015 Teil eines Arbeitskampfs war, der die                                           
Anti-Gewerkschaftspolitik von Amazon unterminierte4. Ihren Namen kennen 

« Auch wenn wir 
hart arbeiteten, 
konnten sie  
jederzeit sagen: 
,Danke, dort ist 
die Tür!‘...»



“A convivial society should be designed to allow all its members the
most autonomous action by means of tools least controlled
by others”1. – Ivan Illich

Ivan Illich imagines another world based on “conviviality” – on the ability to relate
to each other and to things, to build the world with tools and to work together. Yet
we do not live in a convivial society, but in a neoliberal world that promises
fantastic infrastructures, while creating new conditions of exploitation based on
algorithms. In this world we find ourselves increasingly alone in our increasingly
unsafe lives. How can we imagine an alternative future in this world? Might it help
to look at irrepressible relationships – the relationships we entertain with our tools
and with each other in spite of everything?

Without naivety or false promises but with persistence, two exhibitions by
Emmanuelle Lainé tackled this question in summer 2017. Where the Rubber of
Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World at Palais de Tokyo was a three-
dimensional trompe l’oeil photograph that created a space within the space by
expanding into a walk-in diorama. At first sight, it depicted a machine – a
machine that produces tools. At the same time, Lainé presented Incremental Self
: les corps transparents at Bétonsalon, on the other side of Paris, a cinematic
installation that documents her encounters with three artists living in a retirement
home and a specialised worker – people who entertain a strong relationship with
the tools with which they work. Lainé used two different artistic approaches to
look at our relationship to tools from two different angles. On the backdrop of the
uncanny scenario that characterises the present world, she revealed to us
relationships despite their becoming impossible in this world: in one case as an
encounter with tools, and in the other as an encounter with those who work in a
close relationship with them.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).
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The work at Palais de Tokyo took the form of a stage inviting exhibition-goers to
step onto it. Those who accepted the enticing invitation to step into the world of
the machine encountered a motley collection of seemingly abandoned objects,
almost ghostly and mute. What could the empty office furniture, the silent
machine, the loose computer cable, the device for mobile warehouse logistics,
the generic image of a seascape and a rubber hamburger have in common? They
formed an abandoned scenario of everyday activity, instruments, tools and
utensils – traces of work. And so, despite their differences, if not incompatibility,
they seemed to point to something that may yet have to be invented. This is
precisely what I want to address in this essay, which looks for connections by
sneaking into the diorama space at Palais de Tokyo, reading the interviews from
the filmic installation at Bétonsalon, listening to the protagonists and connecting
them to other people, but also inventing things. While most of the protagonists in
this text exist, others are invented, yet they could be real. They are allegories only
in Walter Benjamin’s sense2,  in that they maintain a tension between the
personal and the general, the self and the world – a characteristic they share with
the machine and the objects in Lainé’s installation.

So here we are, standing in the middle of a machine – no, in the middle of a three-
dimensional photograph of a machine. The setting simultaneously reveals and
obscures, the materiality of production is at once concrete and generic, specific
and universal. For the history of labour is also the history of every individual
production, a history of exploitation, but also of knowledge and know-how. With
this in mind, let us listen to Thierry Gabrielli, a worker at Scop-TI, a cooperative
factory that produces teas and herbal teas. Lainé interviewed him near Gémenos,
France, in January-February 2017. Here is an excerpt from the conversation:

‘Well, I’m a mechanic by training. We’ve always been told that it took at least five
to eight years to be good at what we do. That’s the time it takes to get to know
these machines. They’re called Teepacks, they’re German machines – I had to
adapt the tools, adapt the machines. […] We managed to crank up the Teepacks
to 186 and even 190 strokes per minute for the herbal teas. I’m telling you this
because in ’89, yes, ’89, we went on strike in Marseille. When we learned that we
would be relocated, we went on strike. They took our herbal tea bags and sent
them to all the other factories that produced herbal teas, to be packaged there.
This is how they tried to quash the strike. But they didn’t succeed. These people
only made tea! They couldn’t deal with herbal tea! So some time later, they gave
up. Some of our demands were met. Not all. Transportation allowance and some
other things3 . . .’

We thus learn about the specialist skills of Thierry Gabrielli, about his experience
and competence in getting the machine to do something for which it had not
been designed. His work enabled the machine to transcend and expand its
primary function. This had long been useful to the company, and when the threat
of relocation loomed large, it was also useful to the workers on strike in their
negotiations with the management.

 Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self, 2017, 3 channel video installation , H.D. colour and sound, 20 min (still).
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In the centre of Lainé’s installation, parallel to the horizontal plane of the
photographed and wallpapered machine, stands an enigmatic device on wheels.
It looks like a mobile, horizontal newspaper stand made of metal. As I learned, it is
used to transport goods in the warehouses of Amazon’s logistics centres. Lost in
the middle of the installation, it seems as empty and forlorn as the other objects
designed to serve a production that has now been halted. The thorough and
absurd uselessness of these tools – which are only tools because they are useful –
prompts further questions: What is the work cadence at Amazon? I think of a
worker – let us call  her Vanda T. – who is employed by Amazon in Brieselang,
near Berlin. She is shifting these devices around. Her body adapts to the space,
which is built for machines that are faster than her body. The cadence of her work
is based on a productivity rate. We know that she actually exists, because she
was part of a labour dispute in 2015 that undermined Amazon’s anti-union policy. 
However, we do not know her real name, because her testimonials remained
anonymous 4. She could therefore be a woman or a man. During the protests she
spoke about her work. She knows that she and her co-workers are played off
against each other:

‘We all started new in this warehouse, they call it a “fulfilment
centre”. Only a few people were shifted over from the Leipzig
warehouse to get things running; they had more experience. They
trained us. The first impression was: this place is huge! Having
worked on construction sites before, I thought that this is more like a
nursery, in the sense that they emphasise safety a lot: you have to
wear safety boots, high-vis, use the handrails, don’t take personal
belongings down to the shop-floor and so on. You are supposed to
walk on the designated footpath. They call it “standard work”;
everyone is supposed to work in a similar fashion. It is quite
militaristic, in a sense. They actually look for ex-army men when
hiring supervisory staff. Markings on the floor tell you where to go.
For me the easiest way to remember were the black signs to the
smoking area . . . Initially the pressure was not that high, because
the whole warehouse operation had just started and the majority of
people had to get used to things. But after four weeks or so – I
worked in Outbound at the time – it became clear that it’s about
targets, about achieving numbers. More and more people were
hired and I was supposed to train them. That was rather weird for
me. They just called us to Room 175 or something, and when we
arrived there they said: “Oh, great that you have volunteered to
become a ‘co-worker’ [trainer]”, though actually we had been
informed about fuck all. Basically they said: “Keep on doing your job,
keep smiling and show the new ones how to work.” Then rumours
started to spread: “Why have these guys been chosen to become
‘co-workers’? Does that mean they will get a permanent contract?”
In this way the first division amongst the first batch of workers was
created. Actually they didn’t give permanent contracts to all the
“co-workers”. I guess I only got one because I hadn’t taken any sick
leave and sometimes came in for extra shifts5.’

Vanda T. could have been anyone. It could have been a mechanic from the so-
called ‘Dock’ who had previously worked in a metal factory at Amazon in Poznań,
for example. Their experiences would have been similar, as he also spoke of the
permanent feeling of insecurity and of the support among colleagues that kept
him going after all:

“During the last few months I realised how insecure the future is –
people came and left again, no one knew who would stay and why.
We are always facing up to this fear – we don’t get any messages
saying that we do a good job and that our job is secure. Despite
working hard they can say “Thank you, there is the door” at any
time. And the chaos concerning payments and bonuses! What do I
like here? Most of all, the good colleagues in the “Dock”6!’

Arlette Chapius, on the other hand, is a retired artist who lives in the Maison
Nationale des Artistes, a French retirement home for artists. When Lainé
interviewed her, she spoke of her relationship to tools:

‘Tools? Which tools I prefer, you mean? The brushes? Yes. Are there
some brushes that I like more than others? Yes. Well, there are some
right here. This big brush, for example, it’s a beautiful brush, it’s
made of marten fur, it’s worth a fortune now. And I like it very much.
It has been used a lot, it has worked a lot, it’s been . . . I respect it, I
really do. The other ones too, but this one has its very own
character. It’s crazy. Not just physically, but it speaks to me, you
see. That’s just how it is. It’s a pretty extraordinary being, really.
Interesting, curious about everything, I was never bored with it even
for a second. I was never bored. There was always something lively,
something new. We don’t talk to say nothing. On the contrary. And
so I liked it very much7.’

Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self : les corps transparents, 2017, exhibition view,
Bétonsalon, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.
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Maybe it is precisely because of the strange feeling of emptiness characterising
Lainé’s installation at Palais de Tokyo with its generic work furniture that our
affective relation to tools, the love and tenderness we experience for the objects
that we manipulate to produce something, can shine through. What dreams has
this office chair been privy to? What meetings were held at this table, how many
trainees’ tears had to be dried here? Maybe the furniture belongs to an art
institution, with its precarious working conditions. Maybe an unpaid trainee sat
here, a young art historian with ambitious goals and full of shame after being once
again humiliated by the director, who can never remember their name. And what
about the rubber hamburger? What is it doing here? The protagonist that I
imagine when I look at it reckons that housework is not actual work. And yet, as
she spends her time looking after her kids, tidying up the house, trying to get the
next job, building a new website, storing away the rubber hamburger and fishing
her mobile phone out of the loo, she says to herself: ‘This is my work. This is how I
spend my days.’

Lainé’s installations confront us with orphaned objects. Her objects are not
symbols; they bear the traces of real work. Yet in her installations, they are eerily
quiet. Far from the ‘agency’ of things described by Bruno Latour8,  they are hardly
compelling and active. Rather, their muteness throws us back onto our
knowledge, the science with which we get them to run, or onto our experience,
with which we can order and store them away in the background. But if they are
not symbols, what are they? Maybe allegories in the Benjaminian sense –
fragments, contemporary ruins that have been removed from the all-
encompassing context of life? Maybe as allegories they stand as much for
themselves as for anything else? Lainé’s installation is not about work in a post-
Fordist age – it is about nothing. It draws us into a space of silent objects, into an
encounter with deceptively perfect settings, with broken and fragmented tools,
in which we might recognise our own experiences with neoliberal illusions, our
own sapience and affects in post-Fordism – our specific knowledge, our concrete
relationships to and with objects. Because it avoids the totalising reference of the
symbol, allegory partly subverts representation, in the sense of a meaningful
visualisation. The allegorical thinker ‘accepts things as damaged as they are’,
writes Andreas Greiert on Benjamin’s allegorical perspective9.  Allegory,
therefore, challenges our thinking – the thinking of a world that is by no means in
order, yet a thinking that is also affective and opens up a possible other future.
Lainé’s installation seems to translate this Benjaminian allegory of the fragment
into the present of post-Fordist or logistics-capitalistic infrastructures. Maybe
the concrete rubber hamburger refers to a counterpart in our lives; maybe when
looking at the simultaneously concrete and generic – but in any case cheaply
framed – images of a horizon over the sea, we remember exciting moments or the
banal emptiness of a waiting room or a conference hotel.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

Maybe we recognise the care of a mother, the attachment of a worker to her
colleagues, against whom she is being played off, maybe we know something
about the finesse of machines, about the ability to find our own feelings in the
ghostly world of generic images and to stand by them, to survive, to produce, to
defend ourselves and to continue. These specific relationships to tools, to things
and between humans – which Illich has summed up under the term ‘conviviality’ –
are mostly present in Lainé’s work through their absence. Lainé’s aesthetics are
not relational – or if they are, then only to the extent that they reveal these
relationships. For we may find that her human diorama of meaningless things
refers to ourselves. We encounter the objects we work with, the means of
production that we have long grown used to investing in ourselves, the loose
computer cables, which call upon our knowledge, our ability to do something else
with them than what they were intended for or what they do to us. Our encounter
with objects and tools and their stories is at once personal and universal. As in
Benjamin’s allegory, the rubber of ourselves meets the road of the wider world.

Translated from German by Boris Kremer.
Published in November 2017
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Nora Sternfeld and Emmanuelle Lainé, Paris, September
2017.
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wir allerdings nicht, denn die Zeugnisse blieben anonym. Sie könnte also 
eine Frau sein, oder ein Mann. Im Zuge der Proteste erzählte sie von ihrer Ar-
beit. Sie weiß, dass sie und die anderen gegen einander ausgespielt werden: 

„Wir fingen alle zusammen in dieser Lagerhalle an – sie nennen 
es ,Fulfillment Center‘. Nur ein paar Leute wurden aus der Leipzi-
ger Lagerhalle abgezogen, um die Dinge in Gang zu setzen, denn 
sie hatten mehr Erfahrung. Sie haben uns angelernt. Der erste 
Eindruck war: Diese Halle ist riesig! Ich hatte zuvor auf Baus-
tellen gearbeitet, daher fand ich, dass es eher wie in einem Kin-
dergarten zuging, weil so viel Wert auf Sicherheit gelegt wurde: 
Man musste Sicherheitsstiefel und Signalkleidung tragen, sich 
an den Geländern festhalten, durfte keine persönlichen Ge-
genstände in den Hallenbereich mitnehmen und so weiter. Man 
musste dem ausgewiesenen Weg folgen. Sie nennen es ,Stan-
dardarbeit‘ – jeder soll auf die gleiche Art und Weise arbeiten. 
So gesehen ist es ziemlich militaristisch. Bei der Einstellung von 
Aufsichtspersonal suchen sie tatsächlich nach ehemaligen Sol-
daten. Bodenmarkierungen zeigen einem, wo es lang geht. Am 
schnellsten merkte ich mir die schwarzen Schilder, die in den 
Raucherbereich führten… Anfangs war der Druck nicht so hoch, 
weil der ganze Warenhausbetrieb erst begonnen hatte und 
die meisten Leute sich erst an alles gewöhnen mussten. Doch 
nach vier Wochen – ich arbeitete damals im Outbound-Be-
reich – wurde klar, dass es nur um Ziele und Zahlen ging. Immer 
mehr Leute wurden eingestellt, die ich ausbilden sollte. Das war 
irgendwie komisch für mich. Sie riefen uns einfach ins Zimmer 
175 oder so, und als wir dort ankamen, sagten sie: ,Oh, toll, dass 
Sie sich freiwillig gemeldet haben, um „Ko-Arbeiter“ [Ausbilder] 
zu werden.‘ Dabei hatte niemand uns vorgewarnt. Genau ge-
nommen sagten sie: ,Mach deine Arbeit weiter, lächle und zeige 
den Neuen, wie es geht.‘ Dann kursierten plötzlich Gerüchte: 
,Warum wurden gerade diese Typen als „Ko-Arbeiter“ aus-
gewählt? Bedeutet das, dass sie einen unbefristeten Vertrag be-
kommen?‘ So haben sie einen Keil zwischen die ersten Arbeiter 
getrieben. In Wirklichkeit bekamen nicht alle ,Ko-Arbeiter‘ einen 
dauerhaften Vertrag. Ich denke, ich habe einen bekommen, bloß 
weil ich nie Krankenurlaub genommen hatte und manchmal 
Extraschichten schob.“5

Vanda T. hätte auch jemand anders sein können. Ein Mechaniker aus dem so 
genannten „Dock“ bei Amazon in Poznań, der davor in einer Metallfirma ar-
beitete, zum Beispiel. Die Erfahrungen wären ähnlich gewesen, denn dieser 
erzählte ebenfalls von der Politik der Unsicherheit und von der Kollegialität, 
die ihn trotz alledem antreibt: 

„In den letzten Monaten wurde mir klar, wie unsicher die 
Zukunft war: Die Leute kamen und gingen wieder, niemand 
wusste, wer bleiben würde und warum. Wir mussten stets mit 
dieser Angst leben. Man sagte uns nie, dass wir gute Arbeit 
verrichteten undv dass unser Job sicher war. Auch wenn wir 
hart arbeiteten, konnten sie jederzeit sagen: ,Danke, dort ist die 
Tür!‘ Und das Chaos bei Zahlungen und Prämien! Was ich dort 
mochte? Vor allem die guten Kollegen im ,Dock‘!“6

Arlette Chapius wiederum ist pensionierte Künstlerin, sie wohnt in der 
Maison Nationale des Artistes. Emmanuelle Lainé hat sie interviewt. Und sie 



“A convivial society should be designed to allow all its members the
most autonomous action by means of tools least controlled
by others”1. – Ivan Illich

Ivan Illich imagines another world based on “conviviality” – on the ability to relate
to each other and to things, to build the world with tools and to work together. Yet
we do not live in a convivial society, but in a neoliberal world that promises
fantastic infrastructures, while creating new conditions of exploitation based on
algorithms. In this world we find ourselves increasingly alone in our increasingly
unsafe lives. How can we imagine an alternative future in this world? Might it help
to look at irrepressible relationships – the relationships we entertain with our tools
and with each other in spite of everything?

Without naivety or false promises but with persistence, two exhibitions by
Emmanuelle Lainé tackled this question in summer 2017. Where the Rubber of
Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World at Palais de Tokyo was a three-
dimensional trompe l’oeil photograph that created a space within the space by
expanding into a walk-in diorama. At first sight, it depicted a machine – a
machine that produces tools. At the same time, Lainé presented Incremental Self
: les corps transparents at Bétonsalon, on the other side of Paris, a cinematic
installation that documents her encounters with three artists living in a retirement
home and a specialised worker – people who entertain a strong relationship with
the tools with which they work. Lainé used two different artistic approaches to
look at our relationship to tools from two different angles. On the backdrop of the
uncanny scenario that characterises the present world, she revealed to us
relationships despite their becoming impossible in this world: in one case as an
encounter with tools, and in the other as an encounter with those who work in a
close relationship with them.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

They are

allegories only

in Walter

Benjamin’s sense

...

The work at Palais de Tokyo took the form of a stage inviting exhibition-goers to
step onto it. Those who accepted the enticing invitation to step into the world of
the machine encountered a motley collection of seemingly abandoned objects,
almost ghostly and mute. What could the empty office furniture, the silent
machine, the loose computer cable, the device for mobile warehouse logistics,
the generic image of a seascape and a rubber hamburger have in common? They
formed an abandoned scenario of everyday activity, instruments, tools and
utensils – traces of work. And so, despite their differences, if not incompatibility,
they seemed to point to something that may yet have to be invented. This is
precisely what I want to address in this essay, which looks for connections by
sneaking into the diorama space at Palais de Tokyo, reading the interviews from
the filmic installation at Bétonsalon, listening to the protagonists and connecting
them to other people, but also inventing things. While most of the protagonists in
this text exist, others are invented, yet they could be real. They are allegories only
in Walter Benjamin’s sense2,  in that they maintain a tension between the
personal and the general, the self and the world – a characteristic they share with
the machine and the objects in Lainé’s installation.

So here we are, standing in the middle of a machine – no, in the middle of a three-
dimensional photograph of a machine. The setting simultaneously reveals and
obscures, the materiality of production is at once concrete and generic, specific
and universal. For the history of labour is also the history of every individual
production, a history of exploitation, but also of knowledge and know-how. With
this in mind, let us listen to Thierry Gabrielli, a worker at Scop-TI, a cooperative
factory that produces teas and herbal teas. Lainé interviewed him near Gémenos,
France, in January-February 2017. Here is an excerpt from the conversation:

‘Well, I’m a mechanic by training. We’ve always been told that it took at least five
to eight years to be good at what we do. That’s the time it takes to get to know
these machines. They’re called Teepacks, they’re German machines – I had to
adapt the tools, adapt the machines. […] We managed to crank up the Teepacks
to 186 and even 190 strokes per minute for the herbal teas. I’m telling you this
because in ’89, yes, ’89, we went on strike in Marseille. When we learned that we
would be relocated, we went on strike. They took our herbal tea bags and sent
them to all the other factories that produced herbal teas, to be packaged there.
This is how they tried to quash the strike. But they didn’t succeed. These people
only made tea! They couldn’t deal with herbal tea! So some time later, they gave
up. Some of our demands were met. Not all. Transportation allowance and some
other things3 . . .’

We thus learn about the specialist skills of Thierry Gabrielli, about his experience
and competence in getting the machine to do something for which it had not
been designed. His work enabled the machine to transcend and expand its
primary function. This had long been useful to the company, and when the threat
of relocation loomed large, it was also useful to the workers on strike in their
negotiations with the management.

 Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self, 2017, 3 channel video installation , H.D. colour and sound, 20 min (still).

“Despite working

hard they can say

“Thank you, there

is the door”...”

In the centre of Lainé’s installation, parallel to the horizontal plane of the
photographed and wallpapered machine, stands an enigmatic device on wheels.
It looks like a mobile, horizontal newspaper stand made of metal. As I learned, it is
used to transport goods in the warehouses of Amazon’s logistics centres. Lost in
the middle of the installation, it seems as empty and forlorn as the other objects
designed to serve a production that has now been halted. The thorough and
absurd uselessness of these tools – which are only tools because they are useful –
prompts further questions: What is the work cadence at Amazon? I think of a
worker – let us call  her Vanda T. – who is employed by Amazon in Brieselang,
near Berlin. She is shifting these devices around. Her body adapts to the space,
which is built for machines that are faster than her body. The cadence of her work
is based on a productivity rate. We know that she actually exists, because she
was part of a labour dispute in 2015 that undermined Amazon’s anti-union policy. 
However, we do not know her real name, because her testimonials remained
anonymous 4. She could therefore be a woman or a man. During the protests she
spoke about her work. She knows that she and her co-workers are played off
against each other:

‘We all started new in this warehouse, they call it a “fulfilment
centre”. Only a few people were shifted over from the Leipzig
warehouse to get things running; they had more experience. They
trained us. The first impression was: this place is huge! Having
worked on construction sites before, I thought that this is more like a
nursery, in the sense that they emphasise safety a lot: you have to
wear safety boots, high-vis, use the handrails, don’t take personal
belongings down to the shop-floor and so on. You are supposed to
walk on the designated footpath. They call it “standard work”;
everyone is supposed to work in a similar fashion. It is quite
militaristic, in a sense. They actually look for ex-army men when
hiring supervisory staff. Markings on the floor tell you where to go.
For me the easiest way to remember were the black signs to the
smoking area . . . Initially the pressure was not that high, because
the whole warehouse operation had just started and the majority of
people had to get used to things. But after four weeks or so – I
worked in Outbound at the time – it became clear that it’s about
targets, about achieving numbers. More and more people were
hired and I was supposed to train them. That was rather weird for
me. They just called us to Room 175 or something, and when we
arrived there they said: “Oh, great that you have volunteered to
become a ‘co-worker’ [trainer]”, though actually we had been
informed about fuck all. Basically they said: “Keep on doing your job,
keep smiling and show the new ones how to work.” Then rumours
started to spread: “Why have these guys been chosen to become
‘co-workers’? Does that mean they will get a permanent contract?”
In this way the first division amongst the first batch of workers was
created. Actually they didn’t give permanent contracts to all the
“co-workers”. I guess I only got one because I hadn’t taken any sick
leave and sometimes came in for extra shifts5.’

Vanda T. could have been anyone. It could have been a mechanic from the so-
called ‘Dock’ who had previously worked in a metal factory at Amazon in Poznań,
for example. Their experiences would have been similar, as he also spoke of the
permanent feeling of insecurity and of the support among colleagues that kept
him going after all:

“During the last few months I realised how insecure the future is –
people came and left again, no one knew who would stay and why.
We are always facing up to this fear – we don’t get any messages
saying that we do a good job and that our job is secure. Despite
working hard they can say “Thank you, there is the door” at any
time. And the chaos concerning payments and bonuses! What do I
like here? Most of all, the good colleagues in the “Dock”6!’

Arlette Chapius, on the other hand, is a retired artist who lives in the Maison
Nationale des Artistes, a French retirement home for artists. When Lainé
interviewed her, she spoke of her relationship to tools:

‘Tools? Which tools I prefer, you mean? The brushes? Yes. Are there
some brushes that I like more than others? Yes. Well, there are some
right here. This big brush, for example, it’s a beautiful brush, it’s
made of marten fur, it’s worth a fortune now. And I like it very much.
It has been used a lot, it has worked a lot, it’s been . . . I respect it, I
really do. The other ones too, but this one has its very own
character. It’s crazy. Not just physically, but it speaks to me, you
see. That’s just how it is. It’s a pretty extraordinary being, really.
Interesting, curious about everything, I was never bored with it even
for a second. I was never bored. There was always something lively,
something new. We don’t talk to say nothing. On the contrary. And
so I liked it very much7.’

Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self : les corps transparents, 2017, exhibition view,
Bétonsalon, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.
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Maybe it is precisely because of the strange feeling of emptiness characterising
Lainé’s installation at Palais de Tokyo with its generic work furniture that our
affective relation to tools, the love and tenderness we experience for the objects
that we manipulate to produce something, can shine through. What dreams has
this office chair been privy to? What meetings were held at this table, how many
trainees’ tears had to be dried here? Maybe the furniture belongs to an art
institution, with its precarious working conditions. Maybe an unpaid trainee sat
here, a young art historian with ambitious goals and full of shame after being once
again humiliated by the director, who can never remember their name. And what
about the rubber hamburger? What is it doing here? The protagonist that I
imagine when I look at it reckons that housework is not actual work. And yet, as
she spends her time looking after her kids, tidying up the house, trying to get the
next job, building a new website, storing away the rubber hamburger and fishing
her mobile phone out of the loo, she says to herself: ‘This is my work. This is how I
spend my days.’

Lainé’s installations confront us with orphaned objects. Her objects are not
symbols; they bear the traces of real work. Yet in her installations, they are eerily
quiet. Far from the ‘agency’ of things described by Bruno Latour8,  they are hardly
compelling and active. Rather, their muteness throws us back onto our
knowledge, the science with which we get them to run, or onto our experience,
with which we can order and store them away in the background. But if they are
not symbols, what are they? Maybe allegories in the Benjaminian sense –
fragments, contemporary ruins that have been removed from the all-
encompassing context of life? Maybe as allegories they stand as much for
themselves as for anything else? Lainé’s installation is not about work in a post-
Fordist age – it is about nothing. It draws us into a space of silent objects, into an
encounter with deceptively perfect settings, with broken and fragmented tools,
in which we might recognise our own experiences with neoliberal illusions, our
own sapience and affects in post-Fordism – our specific knowledge, our concrete
relationships to and with objects. Because it avoids the totalising reference of the
symbol, allegory partly subverts representation, in the sense of a meaningful
visualisation. The allegorical thinker ‘accepts things as damaged as they are’,
writes Andreas Greiert on Benjamin’s allegorical perspective9.  Allegory,
therefore, challenges our thinking – the thinking of a world that is by no means in
order, yet a thinking that is also affective and opens up a possible other future.
Lainé’s installation seems to translate this Benjaminian allegory of the fragment
into the present of post-Fordist or logistics-capitalistic infrastructures. Maybe
the concrete rubber hamburger refers to a counterpart in our lives; maybe when
looking at the simultaneously concrete and generic – but in any case cheaply
framed – images of a horizon over the sea, we remember exciting moments or the
banal emptiness of a waiting room or a conference hotel.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

Maybe we recognise the care of a mother, the attachment of a worker to her
colleagues, against whom she is being played off, maybe we know something
about the finesse of machines, about the ability to find our own feelings in the
ghostly world of generic images and to stand by them, to survive, to produce, to
defend ourselves and to continue. These specific relationships to tools, to things
and between humans – which Illich has summed up under the term ‘conviviality’ –
are mostly present in Lainé’s work through their absence. Lainé’s aesthetics are
not relational – or if they are, then only to the extent that they reveal these
relationships. For we may find that her human diorama of meaningless things
refers to ourselves. We encounter the objects we work with, the means of
production that we have long grown used to investing in ourselves, the loose
computer cables, which call upon our knowledge, our ability to do something else
with them than what they were intended for or what they do to us. Our encounter
with objects and tools and their stories is at once personal and universal. As in
Benjamin’s allegory, the rubber of ourselves meets the road of the wider world.

Translated from German by Boris Kremer.
Published in November 2017
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Nora Sternfeld and Emmanuelle Lainé, Paris, September
2017.
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erzählt von ihrer Beziehung zu den Werkzeugen:

„Die Werkzeuge? Welche Werkzeuge ich am liebsten benutze 
oder wie? Die Pinsel? Ja. Ob ich bestimmte Pinsel mehr mag als 
andere? Ja. Diesen hier. Man kann sagen, was man will, aber der 
große Pinsel dort zum Beispiel, das ist ein schöner Pinsel, er ist 
aus Marderhaar, der ist heute ein Vermögen wert. Und ich mag 
ihn sehr. Er hat viel gedient, er hat viel gearbeitet, er war… Ich 
respektiere ihn geradezu. Die anderen auch, aber der hier hat 
seinen eigenen Charakter. Es ist verrückt. Nicht nur körperlich – 
er spricht mich auch an. So ist er halt. Es ist wirklich ein erstaun-
liches Wesen: interessant, neugierig auf alles. Ich habe mich 
nie mit ihm gelangweilt. Mir wurde nie langweilig. Er gab immer 
wieder etwas Lebendiges, etwas Neues. Wir reden nicht, um 
nichts zu sagen. Im Gegenteil. Und deshalb mag ich ihn sehr.“7

Die affektive Beziehung zu den Werkzeugen, die Liebe und Zärtlichkeit zu 
den Dingen, die in unseren Händen etwas herstellen, kann in Lainés Instal-
lation möglicherweise gerade durch diese merkwürdige Leere des gene-
rischen Arbeitsmobiliars durchscheinen. Welche Träume hat dieser Büros-
tuhl gekannt? Welche Besprechungen wurden an diesem Tisch abgehalten, 
wieviele Tränen von PraktikantInnen mussten hier gestillt werden? Vielleicht 
handelt es sich ja um Büromöbel einer Kunstinstitution, mit ihren prekären 
Arbeitsverhältnissen. Vielleicht saß hier eine unbezahlte Praktikantin, eine 
jungen Kunsthistorikerin mit hoch gesteckten Zielen und voller Scham nach 
einer weiteren Erniedrigung durch die Direktion, die ihren Namen ja doch nie 
kennen wird. Und der Gummihamburger? Was macht der schon wieder da? 
Die Protagonistin, die ich mir vorstelle, wenn ich ihn sehe, findet Hausarbeit 
ist keine Arbeit. Und während sie sich noch gegen die Idee wehrt, dass die 
Stunden, die sie damit verbringt, die Zeit mit den Kindern zu genießen und 
zugleich zu hassen, das Chaos weg zu räumen und sich um den nächsten Job 
zu bemühen, die neue Website zu erstellen und den Gummihamburger weg 
zu räumen, das Telefon aus dem Klo zu fischen sagt sich dann doch: „Das ist 
meine Arbeit. So vergeht mein Tag“.

Die Ästhetik  
ist nicht  
relational,  
oder wenn sie  
es ist, dann 
nur indem sie 
die Beziehungen  
aussetzt.



“A convivial society should be designed to allow all its members the
most autonomous action by means of tools least controlled
by others”1. – Ivan Illich

Ivan Illich imagines another world based on “conviviality” – on the ability to relate
to each other and to things, to build the world with tools and to work together. Yet
we do not live in a convivial society, but in a neoliberal world that promises
fantastic infrastructures, while creating new conditions of exploitation based on
algorithms. In this world we find ourselves increasingly alone in our increasingly
unsafe lives. How can we imagine an alternative future in this world? Might it help
to look at irrepressible relationships – the relationships we entertain with our tools
and with each other in spite of everything?

Without naivety or false promises but with persistence, two exhibitions by
Emmanuelle Lainé tackled this question in summer 2017. Where the Rubber of
Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World at Palais de Tokyo was a three-
dimensional trompe l’oeil photograph that created a space within the space by
expanding into a walk-in diorama. At first sight, it depicted a machine – a
machine that produces tools. At the same time, Lainé presented Incremental Self
: les corps transparents at Bétonsalon, on the other side of Paris, a cinematic
installation that documents her encounters with three artists living in a retirement
home and a specialised worker – people who entertain a strong relationship with
the tools with which they work. Lainé used two different artistic approaches to
look at our relationship to tools from two different angles. On the backdrop of the
uncanny scenario that characterises the present world, she revealed to us
relationships despite their becoming impossible in this world: in one case as an
encounter with tools, and in the other as an encounter with those who work in a
close relationship with them.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).
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The work at Palais de Tokyo took the form of a stage inviting exhibition-goers to
step onto it. Those who accepted the enticing invitation to step into the world of
the machine encountered a motley collection of seemingly abandoned objects,
almost ghostly and mute. What could the empty office furniture, the silent
machine, the loose computer cable, the device for mobile warehouse logistics,
the generic image of a seascape and a rubber hamburger have in common? They
formed an abandoned scenario of everyday activity, instruments, tools and
utensils – traces of work. And so, despite their differences, if not incompatibility,
they seemed to point to something that may yet have to be invented. This is
precisely what I want to address in this essay, which looks for connections by
sneaking into the diorama space at Palais de Tokyo, reading the interviews from
the filmic installation at Bétonsalon, listening to the protagonists and connecting
them to other people, but also inventing things. While most of the protagonists in
this text exist, others are invented, yet they could be real. They are allegories only
in Walter Benjamin’s sense2,  in that they maintain a tension between the
personal and the general, the self and the world – a characteristic they share with
the machine and the objects in Lainé’s installation.

So here we are, standing in the middle of a machine – no, in the middle of a three-
dimensional photograph of a machine. The setting simultaneously reveals and
obscures, the materiality of production is at once concrete and generic, specific
and universal. For the history of labour is also the history of every individual
production, a history of exploitation, but also of knowledge and know-how. With
this in mind, let us listen to Thierry Gabrielli, a worker at Scop-TI, a cooperative
factory that produces teas and herbal teas. Lainé interviewed him near Gémenos,
France, in January-February 2017. Here is an excerpt from the conversation:

‘Well, I’m a mechanic by training. We’ve always been told that it took at least five
to eight years to be good at what we do. That’s the time it takes to get to know
these machines. They’re called Teepacks, they’re German machines – I had to
adapt the tools, adapt the machines. […] We managed to crank up the Teepacks
to 186 and even 190 strokes per minute for the herbal teas. I’m telling you this
because in ’89, yes, ’89, we went on strike in Marseille. When we learned that we
would be relocated, we went on strike. They took our herbal tea bags and sent
them to all the other factories that produced herbal teas, to be packaged there.
This is how they tried to quash the strike. But they didn’t succeed. These people
only made tea! They couldn’t deal with herbal tea! So some time later, they gave
up. Some of our demands were met. Not all. Transportation allowance and some
other things3 . . .’

We thus learn about the specialist skills of Thierry Gabrielli, about his experience
and competence in getting the machine to do something for which it had not
been designed. His work enabled the machine to transcend and expand its
primary function. This had long been useful to the company, and when the threat
of relocation loomed large, it was also useful to the workers on strike in their
negotiations with the management.

 Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self, 2017, 3 channel video installation , H.D. colour and sound, 20 min (still).
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In the centre of Lainé’s installation, parallel to the horizontal plane of the
photographed and wallpapered machine, stands an enigmatic device on wheels.
It looks like a mobile, horizontal newspaper stand made of metal. As I learned, it is
used to transport goods in the warehouses of Amazon’s logistics centres. Lost in
the middle of the installation, it seems as empty and forlorn as the other objects
designed to serve a production that has now been halted. The thorough and
absurd uselessness of these tools – which are only tools because they are useful –
prompts further questions: What is the work cadence at Amazon? I think of a
worker – let us call  her Vanda T. – who is employed by Amazon in Brieselang,
near Berlin. She is shifting these devices around. Her body adapts to the space,
which is built for machines that are faster than her body. The cadence of her work
is based on a productivity rate. We know that she actually exists, because she
was part of a labour dispute in 2015 that undermined Amazon’s anti-union policy. 
However, we do not know her real name, because her testimonials remained
anonymous 4. She could therefore be a woman or a man. During the protests she
spoke about her work. She knows that she and her co-workers are played off
against each other:

‘We all started new in this warehouse, they call it a “fulfilment
centre”. Only a few people were shifted over from the Leipzig
warehouse to get things running; they had more experience. They
trained us. The first impression was: this place is huge! Having
worked on construction sites before, I thought that this is more like a
nursery, in the sense that they emphasise safety a lot: you have to
wear safety boots, high-vis, use the handrails, don’t take personal
belongings down to the shop-floor and so on. You are supposed to
walk on the designated footpath. They call it “standard work”;
everyone is supposed to work in a similar fashion. It is quite
militaristic, in a sense. They actually look for ex-army men when
hiring supervisory staff. Markings on the floor tell you where to go.
For me the easiest way to remember were the black signs to the
smoking area . . . Initially the pressure was not that high, because
the whole warehouse operation had just started and the majority of
people had to get used to things. But after four weeks or so – I
worked in Outbound at the time – it became clear that it’s about
targets, about achieving numbers. More and more people were
hired and I was supposed to train them. That was rather weird for
me. They just called us to Room 175 or something, and when we
arrived there they said: “Oh, great that you have volunteered to
become a ‘co-worker’ [trainer]”, though actually we had been
informed about fuck all. Basically they said: “Keep on doing your job,
keep smiling and show the new ones how to work.” Then rumours
started to spread: “Why have these guys been chosen to become
‘co-workers’? Does that mean they will get a permanent contract?”
In this way the first division amongst the first batch of workers was
created. Actually they didn’t give permanent contracts to all the
“co-workers”. I guess I only got one because I hadn’t taken any sick
leave and sometimes came in for extra shifts5.’

Vanda T. could have been anyone. It could have been a mechanic from the so-
called ‘Dock’ who had previously worked in a metal factory at Amazon in Poznań,
for example. Their experiences would have been similar, as he also spoke of the
permanent feeling of insecurity and of the support among colleagues that kept
him going after all:

“During the last few months I realised how insecure the future is –
people came and left again, no one knew who would stay and why.
We are always facing up to this fear – we don’t get any messages
saying that we do a good job and that our job is secure. Despite
working hard they can say “Thank you, there is the door” at any
time. And the chaos concerning payments and bonuses! What do I
like here? Most of all, the good colleagues in the “Dock”6!’

Arlette Chapius, on the other hand, is a retired artist who lives in the Maison
Nationale des Artistes, a French retirement home for artists. When Lainé
interviewed her, she spoke of her relationship to tools:

‘Tools? Which tools I prefer, you mean? The brushes? Yes. Are there
some brushes that I like more than others? Yes. Well, there are some
right here. This big brush, for example, it’s a beautiful brush, it’s
made of marten fur, it’s worth a fortune now. And I like it very much.
It has been used a lot, it has worked a lot, it’s been . . . I respect it, I
really do. The other ones too, but this one has its very own
character. It’s crazy. Not just physically, but it speaks to me, you
see. That’s just how it is. It’s a pretty extraordinary being, really.
Interesting, curious about everything, I was never bored with it even
for a second. I was never bored. There was always something lively,
something new. We don’t talk to say nothing. On the contrary. And
so I liked it very much7.’

Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self : les corps transparents, 2017, exhibition view,
Bétonsalon, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.
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Maybe it is precisely because of the strange feeling of emptiness characterising
Lainé’s installation at Palais de Tokyo with its generic work furniture that our
affective relation to tools, the love and tenderness we experience for the objects
that we manipulate to produce something, can shine through. What dreams has
this office chair been privy to? What meetings were held at this table, how many
trainees’ tears had to be dried here? Maybe the furniture belongs to an art
institution, with its precarious working conditions. Maybe an unpaid trainee sat
here, a young art historian with ambitious goals and full of shame after being once
again humiliated by the director, who can never remember their name. And what
about the rubber hamburger? What is it doing here? The protagonist that I
imagine when I look at it reckons that housework is not actual work. And yet, as
she spends her time looking after her kids, tidying up the house, trying to get the
next job, building a new website, storing away the rubber hamburger and fishing
her mobile phone out of the loo, she says to herself: ‘This is my work. This is how I
spend my days.’

Lainé’s installations confront us with orphaned objects. Her objects are not
symbols; they bear the traces of real work. Yet in her installations, they are eerily
quiet. Far from the ‘agency’ of things described by Bruno Latour8,  they are hardly
compelling and active. Rather, their muteness throws us back onto our
knowledge, the science with which we get them to run, or onto our experience,
with which we can order and store them away in the background. But if they are
not symbols, what are they? Maybe allegories in the Benjaminian sense –
fragments, contemporary ruins that have been removed from the all-
encompassing context of life? Maybe as allegories they stand as much for
themselves as for anything else? Lainé’s installation is not about work in a post-
Fordist age – it is about nothing. It draws us into a space of silent objects, into an
encounter with deceptively perfect settings, with broken and fragmented tools,
in which we might recognise our own experiences with neoliberal illusions, our
own sapience and affects in post-Fordism – our specific knowledge, our concrete
relationships to and with objects. Because it avoids the totalising reference of the
symbol, allegory partly subverts representation, in the sense of a meaningful
visualisation. The allegorical thinker ‘accepts things as damaged as they are’,
writes Andreas Greiert on Benjamin’s allegorical perspective9.  Allegory,
therefore, challenges our thinking – the thinking of a world that is by no means in
order, yet a thinking that is also affective and opens up a possible other future.
Lainé’s installation seems to translate this Benjaminian allegory of the fragment
into the present of post-Fordist or logistics-capitalistic infrastructures. Maybe
the concrete rubber hamburger refers to a counterpart in our lives; maybe when
looking at the simultaneously concrete and generic – but in any case cheaply
framed – images of a horizon over the sea, we remember exciting moments or the
banal emptiness of a waiting room or a conference hotel.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

Maybe we recognise the care of a mother, the attachment of a worker to her
colleagues, against whom she is being played off, maybe we know something
about the finesse of machines, about the ability to find our own feelings in the
ghostly world of generic images and to stand by them, to survive, to produce, to
defend ourselves and to continue. These specific relationships to tools, to things
and between humans – which Illich has summed up under the term ‘conviviality’ –
are mostly present in Lainé’s work through their absence. Lainé’s aesthetics are
not relational – or if they are, then only to the extent that they reveal these
relationships. For we may find that her human diorama of meaningless things
refers to ourselves. We encounter the objects we work with, the means of
production that we have long grown used to investing in ourselves, the loose
computer cables, which call upon our knowledge, our ability to do something else
with them than what they were intended for or what they do to us. Our encounter
with objects and tools and their stories is at once personal and universal. As in
Benjamin’s allegory, the rubber of ourselves meets the road of the wider world.

Translated from German by Boris Kremer.
Published in November 2017

Emmanuelle Lainé according to Nora Sternfeld Reading time 20’

Working Conditions

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World (2017), photography.

Nora Sternfeld and Emmanuelle Lainé, Paris, September
2017.
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Emmanuelle Lainés Installationen lassen uns auf die verwaisten Dinge tref-
fen. Sie sind keine Symbole. Sie tragen die Spuren der realen Arbeit. In der 
Installation sind sie aber geisterhaft still. Ziemlich weit von der „agency“ der 
Dinge, die Latour beschreibt entfernt8, zwingen sie zu wenig und handeln 
kaum – und dabei werfen sie uns in ihrer Stummheit auf unsere Kenntnisse 
zurück, unser Wissen, mit dem wir die eine oder andere von ihnen zum 
Laufen bringen oder sie mit all unserer Erfahrung im Hintergrund ordnen 
und wegräumen könnten. Und wenn es also keine Symbole sind, was sind 
diese Dinge dann? Sind sie vielleicht Allegorien im Benjaminschen Sinn: 
Bruchstücke, zeitgenössische Trümmer, die aus der Totalität des Lebenszu-
sammenhangs gerissen sind? Vielleicht stehen sie wie Allegorien während 
sie für etwas stehen, mindestens so sehr für sich selbst? Die Installation 
handelt nicht von der Arbeit im Postfordismus, sie handelt von gar nichts. 
Sie verführt uns vielmehr in einen Raum der stummen Dinge, in die Be-
gegnung mit zum Teil allzu perfekten Kulissen und zum Teil zerbrochenen 
und bruchstückhaften Fragmenten von Werkzeugen, in dem wir vielleicht 
unseren eigenen Erfahrungen mit den neoliberalen Trugbildern und unseren 
eigenen Kenntnissen und Affekten im Postfordismus begegnen: unserem 
spezifischen Wissen, unseren konkreten Verhältnissen zu den Dingen, 
unseren Beziehungen mit ihnen. Den totalisierenden Verweis des Symbols 
meidend, hat die Allegorie eine Seite, die Repräsentation – im Sinne einer 
Sinn gebenden Vergegenwärtigung – sprengt: Der Allegoriker „nimmt die 
Dinge so zerstört, wie sie dastehen, schreibt Andreas Greiert über den 
allegorischen Blick bei Walter Benjamin.“9 Die Allegorie fordert daher das 
Denken heraus – ein Denken einer Welt, die gar nicht in Ordnung ist, ein 
Denken das aber auch affektiv ist und in eine mögliche andere Zukunft öff-
net. Lainés Installation scheint wie eine Übersetzung dieser Benjaminschen 
Allegorie des Bruchstücks in die Gegenwart postfordistischer bzw. lo-
gistik-kapitalistischer Infrastrukturen: Vielleicht blitzt bei dem konkreten 
Gummihamburger ein Pendant in unserem Leben auf, vielleicht erinnern wir 
uns in Anbetracht der ebenso konkreten wie generischen, jedenfalls billig 
gerahmten Bilder eines Horizonts über dem Meer an aufregende Momente 
oder an die banale Leere, in einem Wartezimmer, in einem Tagungshotel.



“A convivial society should be designed to allow all its members the
most autonomous action by means of tools least controlled
by others”1. – Ivan Illich

Ivan Illich imagines another world based on “conviviality” – on the ability to relate
to each other and to things, to build the world with tools and to work together. Yet
we do not live in a convivial society, but in a neoliberal world that promises
fantastic infrastructures, while creating new conditions of exploitation based on
algorithms. In this world we find ourselves increasingly alone in our increasingly
unsafe lives. How can we imagine an alternative future in this world? Might it help
to look at irrepressible relationships – the relationships we entertain with our tools
and with each other in spite of everything?

Without naivety or false promises but with persistence, two exhibitions by
Emmanuelle Lainé tackled this question in summer 2017. Where the Rubber of
Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World at Palais de Tokyo was a three-
dimensional trompe l’oeil photograph that created a space within the space by
expanding into a walk-in diorama. At first sight, it depicted a machine – a
machine that produces tools. At the same time, Lainé presented Incremental Self
: les corps transparents at Bétonsalon, on the other side of Paris, a cinematic
installation that documents her encounters with three artists living in a retirement
home and a specialised worker – people who entertain a strong relationship with
the tools with which they work. Lainé used two different artistic approaches to
look at our relationship to tools from two different angles. On the backdrop of the
uncanny scenario that characterises the present world, she revealed to us
relationships despite their becoming impossible in this world: in one case as an
encounter with tools, and in the other as an encounter with those who work in a
close relationship with them.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).
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The work at Palais de Tokyo took the form of a stage inviting exhibition-goers to
step onto it. Those who accepted the enticing invitation to step into the world of
the machine encountered a motley collection of seemingly abandoned objects,
almost ghostly and mute. What could the empty office furniture, the silent
machine, the loose computer cable, the device for mobile warehouse logistics,
the generic image of a seascape and a rubber hamburger have in common? They
formed an abandoned scenario of everyday activity, instruments, tools and
utensils – traces of work. And so, despite their differences, if not incompatibility,
they seemed to point to something that may yet have to be invented. This is
precisely what I want to address in this essay, which looks for connections by
sneaking into the diorama space at Palais de Tokyo, reading the interviews from
the filmic installation at Bétonsalon, listening to the protagonists and connecting
them to other people, but also inventing things. While most of the protagonists in
this text exist, others are invented, yet they could be real. They are allegories only
in Walter Benjamin’s sense2,  in that they maintain a tension between the
personal and the general, the self and the world – a characteristic they share with
the machine and the objects in Lainé’s installation.

So here we are, standing in the middle of a machine – no, in the middle of a three-
dimensional photograph of a machine. The setting simultaneously reveals and
obscures, the materiality of production is at once concrete and generic, specific
and universal. For the history of labour is also the history of every individual
production, a history of exploitation, but also of knowledge and know-how. With
this in mind, let us listen to Thierry Gabrielli, a worker at Scop-TI, a cooperative
factory that produces teas and herbal teas. Lainé interviewed him near Gémenos,
France, in January-February 2017. Here is an excerpt from the conversation:

‘Well, I’m a mechanic by training. We’ve always been told that it took at least five
to eight years to be good at what we do. That’s the time it takes to get to know
these machines. They’re called Teepacks, they’re German machines – I had to
adapt the tools, adapt the machines. […] We managed to crank up the Teepacks
to 186 and even 190 strokes per minute for the herbal teas. I’m telling you this
because in ’89, yes, ’89, we went on strike in Marseille. When we learned that we
would be relocated, we went on strike. They took our herbal tea bags and sent
them to all the other factories that produced herbal teas, to be packaged there.
This is how they tried to quash the strike. But they didn’t succeed. These people
only made tea! They couldn’t deal with herbal tea! So some time later, they gave
up. Some of our demands were met. Not all. Transportation allowance and some
other things3 . . .’

We thus learn about the specialist skills of Thierry Gabrielli, about his experience
and competence in getting the machine to do something for which it had not
been designed. His work enabled the machine to transcend and expand its
primary function. This had long been useful to the company, and when the threat
of relocation loomed large, it was also useful to the workers on strike in their
negotiations with the management.

 Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self, 2017, 3 channel video installation , H.D. colour and sound, 20 min (still).
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In the centre of Lainé’s installation, parallel to the horizontal plane of the
photographed and wallpapered machine, stands an enigmatic device on wheels.
It looks like a mobile, horizontal newspaper stand made of metal. As I learned, it is
used to transport goods in the warehouses of Amazon’s logistics centres. Lost in
the middle of the installation, it seems as empty and forlorn as the other objects
designed to serve a production that has now been halted. The thorough and
absurd uselessness of these tools – which are only tools because they are useful –
prompts further questions: What is the work cadence at Amazon? I think of a
worker – let us call  her Vanda T. – who is employed by Amazon in Brieselang,
near Berlin. She is shifting these devices around. Her body adapts to the space,
which is built for machines that are faster than her body. The cadence of her work
is based on a productivity rate. We know that she actually exists, because she
was part of a labour dispute in 2015 that undermined Amazon’s anti-union policy. 
However, we do not know her real name, because her testimonials remained
anonymous 4. She could therefore be a woman or a man. During the protests she
spoke about her work. She knows that she and her co-workers are played off
against each other:

‘We all started new in this warehouse, they call it a “fulfilment
centre”. Only a few people were shifted over from the Leipzig
warehouse to get things running; they had more experience. They
trained us. The first impression was: this place is huge! Having
worked on construction sites before, I thought that this is more like a
nursery, in the sense that they emphasise safety a lot: you have to
wear safety boots, high-vis, use the handrails, don’t take personal
belongings down to the shop-floor and so on. You are supposed to
walk on the designated footpath. They call it “standard work”;
everyone is supposed to work in a similar fashion. It is quite
militaristic, in a sense. They actually look for ex-army men when
hiring supervisory staff. Markings on the floor tell you where to go.
For me the easiest way to remember were the black signs to the
smoking area . . . Initially the pressure was not that high, because
the whole warehouse operation had just started and the majority of
people had to get used to things. But after four weeks or so – I
worked in Outbound at the time – it became clear that it’s about
targets, about achieving numbers. More and more people were
hired and I was supposed to train them. That was rather weird for
me. They just called us to Room 175 or something, and when we
arrived there they said: “Oh, great that you have volunteered to
become a ‘co-worker’ [trainer]”, though actually we had been
informed about fuck all. Basically they said: “Keep on doing your job,
keep smiling and show the new ones how to work.” Then rumours
started to spread: “Why have these guys been chosen to become
‘co-workers’? Does that mean they will get a permanent contract?”
In this way the first division amongst the first batch of workers was
created. Actually they didn’t give permanent contracts to all the
“co-workers”. I guess I only got one because I hadn’t taken any sick
leave and sometimes came in for extra shifts5.’

Vanda T. could have been anyone. It could have been a mechanic from the so-
called ‘Dock’ who had previously worked in a metal factory at Amazon in Poznań,
for example. Their experiences would have been similar, as he also spoke of the
permanent feeling of insecurity and of the support among colleagues that kept
him going after all:

“During the last few months I realised how insecure the future is –
people came and left again, no one knew who would stay and why.
We are always facing up to this fear – we don’t get any messages
saying that we do a good job and that our job is secure. Despite
working hard they can say “Thank you, there is the door” at any
time. And the chaos concerning payments and bonuses! What do I
like here? Most of all, the good colleagues in the “Dock”6!’

Arlette Chapius, on the other hand, is a retired artist who lives in the Maison
Nationale des Artistes, a French retirement home for artists. When Lainé
interviewed her, she spoke of her relationship to tools:

‘Tools? Which tools I prefer, you mean? The brushes? Yes. Are there
some brushes that I like more than others? Yes. Well, there are some
right here. This big brush, for example, it’s a beautiful brush, it’s
made of marten fur, it’s worth a fortune now. And I like it very much.
It has been used a lot, it has worked a lot, it’s been . . . I respect it, I
really do. The other ones too, but this one has its very own
character. It’s crazy. Not just physically, but it speaks to me, you
see. That’s just how it is. It’s a pretty extraordinary being, really.
Interesting, curious about everything, I was never bored with it even
for a second. I was never bored. There was always something lively,
something new. We don’t talk to say nothing. On the contrary. And
so I liked it very much7.’

Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self : les corps transparents, 2017, exhibition view,
Bétonsalon, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.
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aesthetics are
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or if they are,

then only to the

extent that they

reveal these
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Maybe it is precisely because of the strange feeling of emptiness characterising
Lainé’s installation at Palais de Tokyo with its generic work furniture that our
affective relation to tools, the love and tenderness we experience for the objects
that we manipulate to produce something, can shine through. What dreams has
this office chair been privy to? What meetings were held at this table, how many
trainees’ tears had to be dried here? Maybe the furniture belongs to an art
institution, with its precarious working conditions. Maybe an unpaid trainee sat
here, a young art historian with ambitious goals and full of shame after being once
again humiliated by the director, who can never remember their name. And what
about the rubber hamburger? What is it doing here? The protagonist that I
imagine when I look at it reckons that housework is not actual work. And yet, as
she spends her time looking after her kids, tidying up the house, trying to get the
next job, building a new website, storing away the rubber hamburger and fishing
her mobile phone out of the loo, she says to herself: ‘This is my work. This is how I
spend my days.’

Lainé’s installations confront us with orphaned objects. Her objects are not
symbols; they bear the traces of real work. Yet in her installations, they are eerily
quiet. Far from the ‘agency’ of things described by Bruno Latour8,  they are hardly
compelling and active. Rather, their muteness throws us back onto our
knowledge, the science with which we get them to run, or onto our experience,
with which we can order and store them away in the background. But if they are
not symbols, what are they? Maybe allegories in the Benjaminian sense –
fragments, contemporary ruins that have been removed from the all-
encompassing context of life? Maybe as allegories they stand as much for
themselves as for anything else? Lainé’s installation is not about work in a post-
Fordist age – it is about nothing. It draws us into a space of silent objects, into an
encounter with deceptively perfect settings, with broken and fragmented tools,
in which we might recognise our own experiences with neoliberal illusions, our
own sapience and affects in post-Fordism – our specific knowledge, our concrete
relationships to and with objects. Because it avoids the totalising reference of the
symbol, allegory partly subverts representation, in the sense of a meaningful
visualisation. The allegorical thinker ‘accepts things as damaged as they are’,
writes Andreas Greiert on Benjamin’s allegorical perspective9.  Allegory,
therefore, challenges our thinking – the thinking of a world that is by no means in
order, yet a thinking that is also affective and opens up a possible other future.
Lainé’s installation seems to translate this Benjaminian allegory of the fragment
into the present of post-Fordist or logistics-capitalistic infrastructures. Maybe
the concrete rubber hamburger refers to a counterpart in our lives; maybe when
looking at the simultaneously concrete and generic – but in any case cheaply
framed – images of a horizon over the sea, we remember exciting moments or the
banal emptiness of a waiting room or a conference hotel.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

Maybe we recognise the care of a mother, the attachment of a worker to her
colleagues, against whom she is being played off, maybe we know something
about the finesse of machines, about the ability to find our own feelings in the
ghostly world of generic images and to stand by them, to survive, to produce, to
defend ourselves and to continue. These specific relationships to tools, to things
and between humans – which Illich has summed up under the term ‘conviviality’ –
are mostly present in Lainé’s work through their absence. Lainé’s aesthetics are
not relational – or if they are, then only to the extent that they reveal these
relationships. For we may find that her human diorama of meaningless things
refers to ourselves. We encounter the objects we work with, the means of
production that we have long grown used to investing in ourselves, the loose
computer cables, which call upon our knowledge, our ability to do something else
with them than what they were intended for or what they do to us. Our encounter
with objects and tools and their stories is at once personal and universal. As in
Benjamin’s allegory, the rubber of ourselves meets the road of the wider world.

Translated from German by Boris Kremer.
Published in November 2017
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Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World (2017), photography.

Nora Sternfeld and Emmanuelle Lainé, Paris, September
2017.
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Vielleicht erkennen wir Momente der Sorgsamkeit der Mutter, der Bezogen-
heit der Arbeiterin auf ihre Kollegen, gegen die sie ausgespielt wird, vielleicht 
wissen wir ja etwas über die Finessen der Maschinen, über die Fähigkeit in 
der geisterhaften Welt der generischen Bilder die eigenen Gefühle zu finden 
und zu ihnen zu stehen, zu überleben, zu produzieren, sich zu wehren und wei-
ter zu machen. Diese spezifischen Beziehungen zu den Werkzeugen, zu den 
Dingen und unter Menschen – Ivan Illich nennt sie „Konvivialität“ – sind in der 
Arbeit von Emmanuelle Lainé zumeist durch ihre Abwesenheit präsent. Die 
Ästhetik ist nicht relational, oder wenn sie es ist, dann nur indem sie die Be-
ziehungen aussetzt. Denn in dem menschenleeren Diorama der sinnentleerten 
Dinge finden wir uns möglicherweise als bezogen vor. Die Gegenstände mit 
denen wir arbeiten, die Produktionsmittel, in die wir längst selbst investieren 
müssen, die losen Applekabel begegnen uns und rufen unsere Kenntnisse an, 
unsere Fähigkeiten mit den Dingen etwas anderes zu machen, als das, wofür 
sie gedacht sind, als das, was sie mit uns machen. Die Begegnung mit den 
Dingen, den Werkzeugen und ihren Geschichten ist dabei ebenso persönlich 
wie allgemein, genau wie in der Allegorie bei Walter Benjamin, trifft hier also 
the rubber of ourselves auf the road of the wider world.

November 2017 veröffentlicht.



“A convivial society should be designed to allow all its members the
most autonomous action by means of tools least controlled
by others”1. – Ivan Illich

Ivan Illich imagines another world based on “conviviality” – on the ability to relate
to each other and to things, to build the world with tools and to work together. Yet
we do not live in a convivial society, but in a neoliberal world that promises
fantastic infrastructures, while creating new conditions of exploitation based on
algorithms. In this world we find ourselves increasingly alone in our increasingly
unsafe lives. How can we imagine an alternative future in this world? Might it help
to look at irrepressible relationships – the relationships we entertain with our tools
and with each other in spite of everything?

Without naivety or false promises but with persistence, two exhibitions by
Emmanuelle Lainé tackled this question in summer 2017. Where the Rubber of
Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World at Palais de Tokyo was a three-
dimensional trompe l’oeil photograph that created a space within the space by
expanding into a walk-in diorama. At first sight, it depicted a machine – a
machine that produces tools. At the same time, Lainé presented Incremental Self
: les corps transparents at Bétonsalon, on the other side of Paris, a cinematic
installation that documents her encounters with three artists living in a retirement
home and a specialised worker – people who entertain a strong relationship with
the tools with which they work. Lainé used two different artistic approaches to
look at our relationship to tools from two different angles. On the backdrop of the
uncanny scenario that characterises the present world, she revealed to us
relationships despite their becoming impossible in this world: in one case as an
encounter with tools, and in the other as an encounter with those who work in a
close relationship with them.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).
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allegories only

in Walter
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The work at Palais de Tokyo took the form of a stage inviting exhibition-goers to
step onto it. Those who accepted the enticing invitation to step into the world of
the machine encountered a motley collection of seemingly abandoned objects,
almost ghostly and mute. What could the empty office furniture, the silent
machine, the loose computer cable, the device for mobile warehouse logistics,
the generic image of a seascape and a rubber hamburger have in common? They
formed an abandoned scenario of everyday activity, instruments, tools and
utensils – traces of work. And so, despite their differences, if not incompatibility,
they seemed to point to something that may yet have to be invented. This is
precisely what I want to address in this essay, which looks for connections by
sneaking into the diorama space at Palais de Tokyo, reading the interviews from
the filmic installation at Bétonsalon, listening to the protagonists and connecting
them to other people, but also inventing things. While most of the protagonists in
this text exist, others are invented, yet they could be real. They are allegories only
in Walter Benjamin’s sense2,  in that they maintain a tension between the
personal and the general, the self and the world – a characteristic they share with
the machine and the objects in Lainé’s installation.

So here we are, standing in the middle of a machine – no, in the middle of a three-
dimensional photograph of a machine. The setting simultaneously reveals and
obscures, the materiality of production is at once concrete and generic, specific
and universal. For the history of labour is also the history of every individual
production, a history of exploitation, but also of knowledge and know-how. With
this in mind, let us listen to Thierry Gabrielli, a worker at Scop-TI, a cooperative
factory that produces teas and herbal teas. Lainé interviewed him near Gémenos,
France, in January-February 2017. Here is an excerpt from the conversation:

‘Well, I’m a mechanic by training. We’ve always been told that it took at least five
to eight years to be good at what we do. That’s the time it takes to get to know
these machines. They’re called Teepacks, they’re German machines – I had to
adapt the tools, adapt the machines. […] We managed to crank up the Teepacks
to 186 and even 190 strokes per minute for the herbal teas. I’m telling you this
because in ’89, yes, ’89, we went on strike in Marseille. When we learned that we
would be relocated, we went on strike. They took our herbal tea bags and sent
them to all the other factories that produced herbal teas, to be packaged there.
This is how they tried to quash the strike. But they didn’t succeed. These people
only made tea! They couldn’t deal with herbal tea! So some time later, they gave
up. Some of our demands were met. Not all. Transportation allowance and some
other things3 . . .’

We thus learn about the specialist skills of Thierry Gabrielli, about his experience
and competence in getting the machine to do something for which it had not
been designed. His work enabled the machine to transcend and expand its
primary function. This had long been useful to the company, and when the threat
of relocation loomed large, it was also useful to the workers on strike in their
negotiations with the management.

 Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self, 2017, 3 channel video installation , H.D. colour and sound, 20 min (still).

“Despite working

hard they can say

“Thank you, there

is the door”...”

In the centre of Lainé’s installation, parallel to the horizontal plane of the
photographed and wallpapered machine, stands an enigmatic device on wheels.
It looks like a mobile, horizontal newspaper stand made of metal. As I learned, it is
used to transport goods in the warehouses of Amazon’s logistics centres. Lost in
the middle of the installation, it seems as empty and forlorn as the other objects
designed to serve a production that has now been halted. The thorough and
absurd uselessness of these tools – which are only tools because they are useful –
prompts further questions: What is the work cadence at Amazon? I think of a
worker – let us call  her Vanda T. – who is employed by Amazon in Brieselang,
near Berlin. She is shifting these devices around. Her body adapts to the space,
which is built for machines that are faster than her body. The cadence of her work
is based on a productivity rate. We know that she actually exists, because she
was part of a labour dispute in 2015 that undermined Amazon’s anti-union policy. 
However, we do not know her real name, because her testimonials remained
anonymous 4. She could therefore be a woman or a man. During the protests she
spoke about her work. She knows that she and her co-workers are played off
against each other:

‘We all started new in this warehouse, they call it a “fulfilment
centre”. Only a few people were shifted over from the Leipzig
warehouse to get things running; they had more experience. They
trained us. The first impression was: this place is huge! Having
worked on construction sites before, I thought that this is more like a
nursery, in the sense that they emphasise safety a lot: you have to
wear safety boots, high-vis, use the handrails, don’t take personal
belongings down to the shop-floor and so on. You are supposed to
walk on the designated footpath. They call it “standard work”;
everyone is supposed to work in a similar fashion. It is quite
militaristic, in a sense. They actually look for ex-army men when
hiring supervisory staff. Markings on the floor tell you where to go.
For me the easiest way to remember were the black signs to the
smoking area . . . Initially the pressure was not that high, because
the whole warehouse operation had just started and the majority of
people had to get used to things. But after four weeks or so – I
worked in Outbound at the time – it became clear that it’s about
targets, about achieving numbers. More and more people were
hired and I was supposed to train them. That was rather weird for
me. They just called us to Room 175 or something, and when we
arrived there they said: “Oh, great that you have volunteered to
become a ‘co-worker’ [trainer]”, though actually we had been
informed about fuck all. Basically they said: “Keep on doing your job,
keep smiling and show the new ones how to work.” Then rumours
started to spread: “Why have these guys been chosen to become
‘co-workers’? Does that mean they will get a permanent contract?”
In this way the first division amongst the first batch of workers was
created. Actually they didn’t give permanent contracts to all the
“co-workers”. I guess I only got one because I hadn’t taken any sick
leave and sometimes came in for extra shifts5.’

Vanda T. could have been anyone. It could have been a mechanic from the so-
called ‘Dock’ who had previously worked in a metal factory at Amazon in Poznań,
for example. Their experiences would have been similar, as he also spoke of the
permanent feeling of insecurity and of the support among colleagues that kept
him going after all:

“During the last few months I realised how insecure the future is –
people came and left again, no one knew who would stay and why.
We are always facing up to this fear – we don’t get any messages
saying that we do a good job and that our job is secure. Despite
working hard they can say “Thank you, there is the door” at any
time. And the chaos concerning payments and bonuses! What do I
like here? Most of all, the good colleagues in the “Dock”6!’

Arlette Chapius, on the other hand, is a retired artist who lives in the Maison
Nationale des Artistes, a French retirement home for artists. When Lainé
interviewed her, she spoke of her relationship to tools:

‘Tools? Which tools I prefer, you mean? The brushes? Yes. Are there
some brushes that I like more than others? Yes. Well, there are some
right here. This big brush, for example, it’s a beautiful brush, it’s
made of marten fur, it’s worth a fortune now. And I like it very much.
It has been used a lot, it has worked a lot, it’s been . . . I respect it, I
really do. The other ones too, but this one has its very own
character. It’s crazy. Not just physically, but it speaks to me, you
see. That’s just how it is. It’s a pretty extraordinary being, really.
Interesting, curious about everything, I was never bored with it even
for a second. I was never bored. There was always something lively,
something new. We don’t talk to say nothing. On the contrary. And
so I liked it very much7.’

Emmanuelle Lainé, Incremental Self : les corps transparents, 2017, exhibition view,
Bétonsalon, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.
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Maybe it is precisely because of the strange feeling of emptiness characterising
Lainé’s installation at Palais de Tokyo with its generic work furniture that our
affective relation to tools, the love and tenderness we experience for the objects
that we manipulate to produce something, can shine through. What dreams has
this office chair been privy to? What meetings were held at this table, how many
trainees’ tears had to be dried here? Maybe the furniture belongs to an art
institution, with its precarious working conditions. Maybe an unpaid trainee sat
here, a young art historian with ambitious goals and full of shame after being once
again humiliated by the director, who can never remember their name. And what
about the rubber hamburger? What is it doing here? The protagonist that I
imagine when I look at it reckons that housework is not actual work. And yet, as
she spends her time looking after her kids, tidying up the house, trying to get the
next job, building a new website, storing away the rubber hamburger and fishing
her mobile phone out of the loo, she says to herself: ‘This is my work. This is how I
spend my days.’

Lainé’s installations confront us with orphaned objects. Her objects are not
symbols; they bear the traces of real work. Yet in her installations, they are eerily
quiet. Far from the ‘agency’ of things described by Bruno Latour8,  they are hardly
compelling and active. Rather, their muteness throws us back onto our
knowledge, the science with which we get them to run, or onto our experience,
with which we can order and store them away in the background. But if they are
not symbols, what are they? Maybe allegories in the Benjaminian sense –
fragments, contemporary ruins that have been removed from the all-
encompassing context of life? Maybe as allegories they stand as much for
themselves as for anything else? Lainé’s installation is not about work in a post-
Fordist age – it is about nothing. It draws us into a space of silent objects, into an
encounter with deceptively perfect settings, with broken and fragmented tools,
in which we might recognise our own experiences with neoliberal illusions, our
own sapience and affects in post-Fordism – our specific knowledge, our concrete
relationships to and with objects. Because it avoids the totalising reference of the
symbol, allegory partly subverts representation, in the sense of a meaningful
visualisation. The allegorical thinker ‘accepts things as damaged as they are’,
writes Andreas Greiert on Benjamin’s allegorical perspective9.  Allegory,
therefore, challenges our thinking – the thinking of a world that is by no means in
order, yet a thinking that is also affective and opens up a possible other future.
Lainé’s installation seems to translate this Benjaminian allegory of the fragment
into the present of post-Fordist or logistics-capitalistic infrastructures. Maybe
the concrete rubber hamburger refers to a counterpart in our lives; maybe when
looking at the simultaneously concrete and generic – but in any case cheaply
framed – images of a horizon over the sea, we remember exciting moments or the
banal emptiness of a waiting room or a conference hotel.

Emmanuelle Lainé, Where the Rubber of Ourselves Meets the Road of the Wider World, 2017, photograph (detail).

Maybe we recognise the care of a mother, the attachment of a worker to her
colleagues, against whom she is being played off, maybe we know something
about the finesse of machines, about the ability to find our own feelings in the
ghostly world of generic images and to stand by them, to survive, to produce, to
defend ourselves and to continue. These specific relationships to tools, to things
and between humans – which Illich has summed up under the term ‘conviviality’ –
are mostly present in Lainé’s work through their absence. Lainé’s aesthetics are
not relational – or if they are, then only to the extent that they reveal these
relationships. For we may find that her human diorama of meaningless things
refers to ourselves. We encounter the objects we work with, the means of
production that we have long grown used to investing in ourselves, the loose
computer cables, which call upon our knowledge, our ability to do something else
with them than what they were intended for or what they do to us. Our encounter
with objects and tools and their stories is at once personal and universal. As in
Benjamin’s allegory, the rubber of ourselves meets the road of the wider world.

Translated from German by Boris Kremer.
Published in November 2017
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Nora Sternfeld and Emmanuelle Lainé, Paris, September
2017.
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